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Abstract  

 

In this thesis, I analyse the relationship between the British Broad Casting Company (BBC) 

and British identity. Using a social constructivist framework I find that BBC is firmly 

embedded within British identity. To substantiate this argument I study the reactions to the 

proposed privatisation and budget cuts at BBC in 2015. In particular, I analyse (1) social 

interactions on the social media platform Twitter, (2) a letter to the British Prime Minister 

from prominent British individuals on the proposed budget cuts, (3) the #GreatBBC campaign 

prepared by Simon Curtis for the Great BBC Campaign, and (4) a consultation survey on the 

public opinion about BBC that was conducted by the Department for Culture, Media & Sport. 

As a point of departure I use Ting-Toomey's (1999) identity negotiation theory, 

identity negotiation perspective and social identity theory to understand how identities arise.   

My findings suggest that the identity consciousness shifts on Twitter and create a discourse 

which allows England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland to find common grounds in their 

core British values. Through content which embrace British and national symbols, artefacts, 

history and culture, BBC is reflecting and defining a British identity which accommodates the 

four nations not just separately but also as a joint unit. 

 Next, I apply Kozinets’ (2002) netnography approach and analyse the 

interaction in the Twitter communities’ #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories. Here, I identify 

the insider, the devotee and the tourist community members as well as their individual and 

particular motivations for sharing content and contributing to the debate. My findings are 

consistent with Berger & Milkman (2012) and suggest that people are more likely to share 

content, if it affects their emotional state of mind through high arousal emotions.  

 Hereafter, I apply Fairclough’s (2001) critical discourse analysis to analyse the 

linguistic means in a ‘Letter to David Cameron’ and Scolari’s (2008) semiotic perspective to 

analyse the #GreatBBC video campaign. Both emphasise that prominent public figures hold 

the same credibility as institutions and hence influenced the debate.  

 Lastly, I compare my findings with the BBC Charter Review Public 

Consultation: Summary of Responses and determine that the British ultimately fear that 

BBC’s overall purpose: ‘entertain, inform and educate’ is threatened. Finally, I discuss 

whether BBC is likely to be diminished if a privatisation or cuts are part of the Royal Charter 

being proposed in December 2016, and whether this may diminish the United Kingdom also. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

Identity is never static, it is always in the making and never fully made. How we perceive 

ourselves and what shapes our identity, is in the hands of whatever and whomever we 

encounter, since our self-image is constantly negotiated and influenced by cultural, personal, 

situational and relational factors (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The foundation for identity is often 

found in our national identity, which sets the overall framework for how we interpret and 

perceive the world we live in (Ailon-Souday & Kunda, 2003). National identity works as a 

powerful and compelling symbolic resource both for conveying boundaries and expressing 

communality (Ailon-Souday & Kunda, 2003). But what happens, when the lines between 

national identities become blurry? 

In a globalised world, national identity is no longer necessarily equivalent to 

residential origin, but can be defined as civic or ethnic (Appendix A). When referring to 

national identity in civic terms, it is inclusive and the individual associates herself with the 

citizenry and the political and legal institutions of the state (Kiss & Park, 2016). Her identity 

is defined by attachment to the state as embodied by its institutions and rules and not by 

traditions, language or religion (Kiss & Park, 2016). In contrast, the ethnic form emphasises 

traditions, language, religion and ancestry rather than the individual’s legal citizenship (Kiss 

& Park, 2016). According to Ignatieff (1995), this is what makes ethnic identity exclusive: “if 

you are not born into it, you cannot acquire it” (Kiss & Park, 2016). Tilley et al. (2004) and 

Cohen (1994) state that some countries e.g. the United Kingdom (UK), do not fit into either of 

the descriptions but instead combines the two into a dual identity (Djursaa & Werther, 2011), 

in which individuals perceive themselves as hybrids of a civic and ethnic identity (Kiss & 
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Park, 2016). A large amount of the population in the United Kingdom feel strongly attached 

to their identity as Welsh, English, Scottish or Northern Irish in addition to their British 

identity (Kiss & Park, 2016). These personal identities are shaped and impacted by one’s 

culture, the social groups we behave in and institutions. Melber & Hunter (2010) argue that 

institutions function as identity transmitters and expand from companies, communities, 

religious institutions to monarchies and serve as organisational embodiments which convey 

social values, norms and culture. Whether members embrace and identify with this identity 

depend on the level of trust the members have in the institution. Essential elements of the 

identity formation process are thus how institutions are formed, what control and influence 

them, how they control and influence both individuals and culture and how institutions can be 

maintained or changed. 

 

 In 2015, particularly one institution’s influence on British identity became 

central as a comprehensive public reaction to the British Broadcasting Company’s (BBC) 

affairs consumed the United Kingdom. In February 2015, the Culture, Media & Sport 

Committee issued a report discussing BBC’s future, and in July 2015 a debate about BBC’s 

operations took off. A press release made by John Whittingdale, Secretary of State for the 

Department of Culture, Media & Sport, was released and announced that he had reached an 

agreement with Tony Hall, Director General for BBC (Whittingdale & Osborne, 2015). They 

had agreed to place the burden of free licence fees for the over-75s on BBC (Rawlinson, 

2015). The decision to enforce this regulation without consulting license fee payers was badly 

received by the public. Shortly after, BBC Trust, which is the sovereign body that provides 

advice and administrative support to BBC (BBC Trust, 2016e), addressed Whittingdale in a 

letter and pleaded him to consider the license fee payers’ opinion in the upcoming Charter 

Review. (Fairhead, 2015). The Charter Review is also referred to as the ‘Green Paper’ and 

addresses BBC’s prospects. Just days after Whittingdale’s announcement, the Government 

opened the BBC Charter Review Public Consultation which expressed the Government’s 

considerations of privatising or part-privatising the commercial channel BBC Worldwide as 

well as making comprehensive cuts to the broadcasting channel. The amount of responses to 

the Charter Review was the highest ever received, and as a response to the Charter Review, 

BBC Trust launched its own public consultation ‘Tomorrow’s BBC’ shortly after. 

Concurrently, so-called ‘shitstorms,’ where an organisation or cause experience a large 
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amount of negative inquiries online; and ‘lovestorms’, where an organisation or cause 

experience a great deal of support from an online community, raged on the social media 

platform Twitter, where several campaigns to counteract privatisation, cuts and interference 

with BBC took place e.g. #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories. 

 

1.1 Problem Formulation 

As a foreigner, it can be challenging to understand why the operations of a broadcasting 

channel can create such a stir. British identity has been discussed many times during the past 

years but is now more than ever a hot topic, with the United Kingdom’s possible exit from the 

European Union (EU) as well as previous referendums with Scotland and Northern Ireland, 

which just narrowly resulted in them staying in the EU. Scotland’s considerations of 

becoming independent in case of a Brexit, has left the British doubting, whether the United 

Kingdom will retain in the future. It has raised questions such as: does a mutual British 

identity even exist, and what unites the four nations?  

Even though a Brexit is a hotly debated topic at the moment, I am more concerned with the 

internal factors, which have shaped and influenced the United Kingdom up until now. A 

recent British Social Attitudes survey conducted by Penny Young of NatCen Social Research 

(Young, 2014), found that some 70 per cent of the British population thought that BBC was 

key to defining their country along with the monarchy, pubs, Shakespeare, the House of 

Commons and the weather (Philipson, 2014). In this thesis, I aim to investigate the 

relationship between British identity and BBC. If BBC truly is one of the building blocks in 

British identity, what do the British fear will happen, if it is privatised or if cuts lead to major 

changes to the current content? And more importantly, what is this reaction rooted in? To 

answer these questions, I investigate the patterns and factors which occur during identity 

formation more closely. Hence, this thesis investigates the following research question: 

 

What is BBC's role in the identity formation process and how do the reactions to the proposed 

privatisation and budget cuts in 2015 reflect the relationship between BBC and British 

identity? 

 

1.2 Structure 

The thesis is composed of five main parts followed by a conclusion: 
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Chapter 1 The remaining of the first chapter presents an overview of events, papers and 

central players in the BBC debate from 2015 to 2016. 

 

Chapter 2 In this chapter, I discuss my theoretical reflections and state how the social 

constructivism framework can be applied to answer the research question. I 

further elaborate on my methodology and the delimitations and specifications of 

the thesis. 

 

Chapter 3 The next chapter investigates the underlying structures of identity formation 

using Ting-Toomey’s (1999) identity negotiation theory, identity negotiation 

perspective and social identity theory. This is compared with the social and 

cultural internal structures in the United Kingdom, in order to discuss whether 

the nation is united or divided. 

 

Chapter 4 This chapter unfolds the relationship between identity formation and BBC. By 

analysing the #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories Twitter communities through 

Kozinets (2002) netnography framework, a ‘Letter to David Cameron’ through 

Fairclough’s (2001) critical discourse analysis and the #GreatBBC campaign 

through Scolari’s (2008) semiotic perspective, I identify how BBC contributes 

to the identity formation process by analysing the communities’ engagement and 

emphasis. 

 

Chapter 5 Finally, I relate the BBC Charter Review Public Consultation: Summary of 

Responses to my findings and discuss why the possible privatisation of BBC or 

cuts were perceived by the British as a threat to their identity by discussing 

whether diminishing BBC will diminish Britain as well. 

 

 

1.3 Overview of Events, Papers and Central Players in the Debate 

Having stated how I approach this thesis, I will provide an overview of the central players of 

the BBC debate, the papers addressed in the thesis and the events which took place from 

January 2015 to March 2016. 
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1.4.1 Organisations 

In the following section I account for the organisations, which are central to the BBC debate 

and give an overview of how they are governed and operated. 

 

The British Broadcasting Company (BBC) was founded in 1927 and has since been a 

national pride and point of assembly to the British, and is well known and respected around 

the world for its way to convey Britishness by informing, educating and entertaining through 

television, radio and through its online services. The broadcasting corporation is established 

on a Royal Charter, which states its structure, yet regulated by the Government’s License and 

Agreement, which determine the license fee cost, appoint the board of governors and obligate 

BBC to report the proceedings in Government; provide political balance; and to broadcast 

Government messages in case of national emergencies. Some of its main forces are:   

immovable and credible editorial independence, a no advertisement policy and the license fee 

funding, which have secured BBC’s integrity through the years (Crisell, 2002). 

The BBC Trust is the governing body of BBC and represents the public interest 

and vouches for BBC to operate according to its mission, vision and values (BBC Trust, 

2016c). BBC Trust is led by Chairman Rona Fairhead (specified in section 1.4.3) along with 

12 Trustees and is separate from the Executive Board (BBC Trust, 2016c). The Trust’s overall 

goal is to ensure that licence fee payers get value for their money by challenging BBC to 1) 

Produce the most creative and distinctive output; 2) Innovate online to create a more personal 

BBC; 3) Serve all audiences; and 4) Improve value for money through a simpler, more 

efficient, and more open BBC (BBC Trust, 2016c). The Trust further sets BBC’s editorial 

guidelines and protects BBC’s independence (BBC Trust, 2016c).  

The BBC Executive Board is responsible for the operational delivery of BBC 

services and is responsible for delivering BBC’s services in accordance with the strategy 

agreed with BBC Trust (bbc.co.uk, 2016b). Therefore, the Director General, Tony Hall, is 

Chairman of the Board and appointed by the Trust (bbc.co.uk, 2016b). He also serves as 

Chief Executive and Editor-in-Chief of BBC (bbc.co.uk, 2016b). The Board itself consists of 

Executive Directors and a number of Non-Executive Directors (bbc.co.uk, 2016b). 
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The Office for Communications (Ofcom) is a British communications regulator, which 

regulates TV, radio and video on demand sectors, fixed line telecoms, mobiles, postal services 

and airwaves for wireless devices (Ofcom, 2015). Ofcom operates under a number of Acts of 

Parliament, including in particular the Communications Act 2003 Chapter 21, which seeks to 

make provision of electronic communications networks and services, the regulation of 

broadcasting and mergers involving newspaper and other media enterprises (The Stationery 

Office, 2003). The Communications Act says that Ofcom’s principal duty is to further the 

interests of citizens and of consumers, where appropriate by promoting competition (Ofcom, 

2015). Ofcom hence sets and enforces regulative rules for the sectors they provision and 

further have the power (alongside the non-ministerial department Competitions and Markets 

Authority, which promote competition inside and outside the United Kingdom (Competition 

and Markets Authority, website, 2016) to enforce competition law (Ofcom, 2015). Ofcom 

itself gets its primary funding from the broadcasting industry to which they provide their 

services. Additionally, Ofcom receives grant-in-aid from the Government (Ofcom, 2015), 

which is funding given to a specific project or programmes. It does not have to be repaid, but 

must be spent according to the guidelines for the grant (Investopedia.com, 2016).  

Ofcom’s main duties are to ensure that the UK has 1) a wide range of electronic 

communication services and television and radio programmes; 2) that viewers are protected 

from offensive material and that their privacy is not invaded; and 3) that the airwaves are 

consistent and of a good quality all over the country (Ofcom, 2015). The organisation is led 

by Executives who answer to a Board of Directors with Non-Executive directors (Ofcom, 

2016).  

BBC is entitled to comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code, which include 

regulations within six areas: 1) protecting the under eighteens, 2) harm and offence, 3) crime, 

4) religion, 5) fairness and 6) privacy (bbc.co.uk, 2014). In addition, Ofcom can impose 

sanctions on BBC if breaches to the Code occur. This includes: broadcasting a correction or 

statement of finding, ordering that a programme is re-edited before re-broadcasting and fines 

of up to £250,000 for serious or repeated breaches (bbc.co.uk, 2014). 

 

1.4.2 Papers 

Having outlined the central organisations, I turn to account for the papers which I analyse and 

discuss in the thesis. 
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In order to emphasise BBC’s independence from the Government, a Royal Charter was 

made to direct BBC’s future and the role of BBC Trust and the BBC Executive Board based 

on feedback from the public and the industry. Each Charter period runs for 10 years and 

provides a framework and constitutional basis for BBC during that time (BBC Trust, 2016a). 

The agreement states what BBC needs to do to serve the public, guarantees BBC’s 

independence and outlines the duties of BBC Trust and the BBC Executive Board (BBC 

Trust, 2016a). The eight and current Royal Charter came into effect on the 1 January 2007 

and expires on the 31 December 2016 (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015). This 

means that the ninth Royal Charter will apply from the 1 January 2017.  

The Royal Charter is also referred to as ‘the White Paper’. White Papers are 

Government policy initiatives and proposals for legislation (Parliament.UK, 2016a; 

Parliament.UK, 2016b). 

 

Consequently, a Charter Review Public Consultation (Charter Review) was released by the 

Department of Culture, Media & Sport in July 2015. During the past Charter period, BBC had 

gone from traditional broadcasting to leading broadcasting into the digital age, and the report 

was an attempt to communicate the considerations for BBC’s future (Department for Culture 

Media & Sport, 2015). At that time, BBC had a global audience of 210 million and was like 

many other media, dealing with the consequences of on-demand services, digital news media 

and an increasing importance of consumer choice. The Charter Review among others 

emphasises the following challenges (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015):  

 

“What should BBC be trying to achieve in an age where consumer choice is 

now far more extensive than it has been before? What should its scale and scope 

be in the light of those aims and how far it affects others in television, radio and 

online? And what are the right structures of governance and regulation?”  

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015: p.2) 

 

The Charter Review encouraged and aimed to hear the public opinion. John Whittingdale, 

states why the public opinion is important:  
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“BBC is, after all, paid for by the public. So it is right that the public have the 

opportunity to say how well they think it has spent the more than £30 billion of 

public money it will have received over this Charter period, and how it should 

be paid for and governed in the future.” (Department for Culture Media & 

Sport, 2015: p.2)  

 

The Charter Review serves to stimulate dialogue and debate about BBC’s future before the 

final making of a new Royal Charter, when the current one is set to expire at the end of 2016. 

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015) 

For 12 weeks from the 16 July 2015 to the 8 October 2015, the Charter Review 

Public Consultation was open for the public and the industry to answer a variety of 19 

questions (Appendix F) about BBC. The questions were within four areas: 1) Why BBC? 

Mission, purpose and values, 2) What BBC does: Scale and scope, 3) Funding and 4) 

Governance (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015). The Consultation was published 

on GOV.UK and respondents could answer the questions in an online survey, by email or 

regular mail. The questions concerned all aspects of BBC including its television services, 

radio services and online services. Safeguards sought to minimise duplicated responses to the 

online survey but the same precautions could not be taken in regards to email or regular mail 

responses. Where possible, duplicated email responses were identified and removed 

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015). 

 At the closing date on the 8 October 2015, a total number of 192,564 emails, 

letters and online survey responses were received. Furthermore, 8,500 responded to a set of 

questions published in the Radio Times and a number of petitions, including 10,333 

signatures for #BackTheBBC and 303,246 signatures to Save BBC3 (Department for Culture 

Media & Sport, 2015). 

The responses were analysed by a trained team of analysts with expertise in the 

Charter Review, public consultations in general as well as how to analyse responses in an 

unbiased way. The team used a 60-code framework, which was developed by identifying and 

categorising points raised to each question and providing them with different codes. Each 

response was allocated in regards to its respective code and could only be used once to 

prevent undue weight being given to specific responses. A sample of responses was checked 
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to ensure that the coding was accurate (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015; 

Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). 

The Charter Review Public Consultation is often referred to as ‘the Green 

Paper’ in the BBC debate. Green Papers are consultation documents produced by the 

Government and allow people both inside and outside of Parliament to give the department 

feedback on its policy or legislative proposals (Parliament.UK, 2016a; Parliament.UK, 

2016b). 

 

In March 2016, the result of the Charter Review Public Consultation was presented in a BBC 

Charter Review Public Consultation: Summary of Responses report. It was clear that the 

amount of responses – which was the largest ever received - highlighted that the future of 

BBC is an important issue to the British population. Apart from a large public response, a 

range of key industry experts and organisations and other organisations also contributed 

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). 

Simultaneous to the Charter Review, BBC Trust launched two public 

‘Tomorrow’s BBC’consultations to further encourage a debate and dialogue about BBC’s 

future. The first general consultation was launched in July 2015 and reached 40,000 

responses, and in September 2015, BBC Executive Board issued a second consultation and 

presented their vision for the new 'British, Bold, Creative' BBC, and reached 11,000 

responses (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). In a letter sent to John 

Whittingdale, on the 3 February 2016; Rona Fairhead, Chairman of BBC Trust emphasises: 

 

“The results are clear - although the public expects BBC to improve in a 

number of areas, their overall message is one of extraordinary support for the 

mission, purpose and shape of BBC.” 

 

“I am sure you will agree that the volume of responses to both our consultations 

shows the strength of interest and feeling that there is about the future of BBC.” 

 (Fairhead, 2016) 

 

The high response rate on BBC Trust’s consultation and the Charter Review, indicate as 

suggested by Rona Fairhead, a strong interest and opinion about BBC’s operations. It is also 
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related to the on-going debate about privatising or part-privatising BBC as well as the recent 

announcement made by John Whittingdale to place the burden of free licence fees on BBC for 

the over-75s. The response rate may very well be a response to the lack of public engagement 

on the matter, also suggested by Rona Fairhead: 

 

“We accept this decision is a legitimate one for the Government to take, 

although we cannot endorse the process by which is [it] had been reached. 

 

The Trust has a specific duty to represent the interests of licence fee payers. We 

are disappointed that they have not been given any say in the major decisions 

about BBC’s future funding. 

 

However, we accept that those decisions now set a clear framework, subject to 

the terms set out in our letter, for a Charter Review process that will focus on 

what BBC provides in return for its funding. We will want to make sure the 

public are at the centre of that debate.” 

(Fairhead, July 2015)  

 

The Agreement is another constitutional White Paper alongside the Royal Charter and 

establishes BBC’s independence from the Government. The current Agreement was laid in 

Parliament in July 2006. It provides details on many of the topics outlined in the Royal 

Charter and also covers BBC's funding and its regulatory duties (BBC Trust, 2016a). The 

Government sets the licence fee level and it is re-agreed upon each year. The current 

Agreement was agreed for a six-year period starting in January 2007, but the Parliament 

decided to freeze the licence fee in 2010 until the 31 March 2017. The current licence fee 

level is hence £145.50 per household (bbc.co.uk, 2016c). 

 On the 6 July 2015, a press release made by John Whittingdale announced that 

he had reached an agreement with BBC’s Director General, Tony Hall (Whittingdale & 

Osborne, 2015). They had agreed to place the burden of free licence fees for the over-75s on 

BBC (Rawlinson, 2015). The agreement basically allowed BBC to increase the license fee 

with the rate of inflation, and BBC agreed in return to pay more than £600 million in annual 
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costs to cover the expenses of providing free TV licences for people over the age of 75 

(Martinson & Plunkett, 2015). 

 

1.4.3 People 

Having accounted for the papers discussed in the thesis, I will now introduce the people that 

we will encounter throughout the thesis. 

 

John Whittingdale (born 16 October 1959) was appointed Secretary of State for the 

Department of Culture, Media & Sport on the 11 May 2015 and has been a Member of 

Parliament (MP) for the Conservative party since 1992 (Department for Culture Media & 

Sport, website, 2016). In his role as Secretary of State, his overall responsibility is to convey 

the Department’s strategy and policy (Department for Culture Media & Sport, website, 2016). 

The Department’s main areas include: arts and culture, broadcasting, creative industries, 

cultural property, heritage and the historic environment, gambling and racing, libraries, media 

ownership and mergers, museums and galleries, the National Lottery, sports, 

telecommunications and online communications and tourism (Department for Culture Media 

& Sport, website, 2016). 

 

Rona Fairhead (born 28 August 1961) is Chairman of BBC Trust and holds a variety of 

senior positions in financial and global businesses including Pearson plc, ICI plc, Bombardier 

Inc. and HSBC Northern American Holdings Inc. She is currently on the Board of PepsiCo 

Inc. alongside her Chairman role in BBC (BBC Trust, 2016d). 

 

Tony Hall (born 3 March 1951) has the role as Director General for BBC, which means he 

also serves as Chief Executive Officer of BBC, Editor-in-Chief and Chairman of BBC 

Executive Board and Executive Team. He is the editorial, operational and creative leader of 

BBC with responsibility for a global workforce running services across television, radio and 

online (bbc.co.uk, 2016d).  

 

David Cameron (born 9 October 1966) has been Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 

since 2010. He first entered as Member of Parliament (MP) in 2003, and has ever since had 

different roles as member of the Conservative Party including Shadow Deputy Leader of the 
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House of Commons, Front Bench Spokesman for Local Government Finance and Head of 

Policy Coordination in the run-up to the 2005 General Election (Parliament.UK, 2016c).  

 

J.K. Rowling (born 31 July 1965) or Joanne Rowling, is a British writer widely known for 

her books about Harry Potter. She is highly committed to diverse charities and has founded an 

aid called ‘Lumos’, which works to end the systematic institutionalisation of children across 

Europe (jkrowling.com, 2012). She has further written ‘The Last Vacancy’  and a few adult 

novels under the pseudonym ‘Robert Galbraith’ – whereas two of her post-Harry Potter 

novels have been produced as BBC TV series. 

 

1.4.4 Overview of Events 

Time Event 

 

January 2015 

 

'The Future of BBC' report is published by Culture, Media & Sport 

Committee  

 

 

July 2015 

 

Secretary of State for the Department of Culture, Media & Sport, John 

Whittingdale, announces confirmation of the decision to cease 

Government funding for the over-75s TV licence concession. 

 

Letter from BBC Trust plead John Whittingdale, Secretary of State for 

the Department of Culture, Media & Sport, to consider license fee 

payers opinion in the upcoming Charter Review. 

 

BBC Annual Report 2014/2015 is published. 

 

The Government opens the BBC Charter Review document on the 16 

July. 

 

BBC Trust issues initial response and launches its own public 

consultation 'Tomorrow's BBC'. 

 

 

September 2015 

 

BBC Executives issues 'British, Bold, Creative' strategy, which 

describes the prospects for BBC. 

 

BBC Trust publishes a second phase of ‘Tomorrow’s BBC’ 

consultation, which sought views on the proposals. 

 

John Whittingdale, Secretary of State for the Department of Culture, 

Media & Sport, approaches Ofcom requesting input into the evidence 
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base for Charter Review. 

 

 

October 2015 

 

BBC Trust publishes full response to the Government's Green paper. 

 

On the 8 October, the Charter Review Consultation is closed for further 

responses. 

 

 

December 2015 

 

Ofcom publishes an advisory report on the 23 December about BBC’s 

Content Production Options requested by Secretary of State for the 

Department of Culture, Media & Sport, John Whittingdale (Ofcom, 

2015). 

 

 

January 2016 

 

BBC Trust publishes 2nd and final phase of the ‘Tomorrow’s BBC’ 

consultation. 

 

 

February 2016 

 

Rumours suggested that 190,000 public responses were being excluded 

from the Charter Review, and Chairman of BBC Trust Rona Fairhead 

wrote to plead Secretary of State for the Department of Culture, Media 

and Sport, John Whittingdale, to include all responses. 

 

 

March 2016 

 

The Government publishes independent review into how BBC is 

governed and regulated. 

 

The BBC Charter Review Public Consultation: Summary of Responses 

is published (BBC Trust, 2016b). 

 

 

December 2016 

 

The eight and current Royal Charter expires on the 31 December 2016 

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2015). 

 

 

January 2017 

 

The ninth and new Royal Charter will apply from the 1 January 2017. 

 

 

1.4 Literature Review 

In this section, I will broadly situate my thesis within the existing body of literature. The 

literature on identity can either be approached from a psychological view or a sociological 

view and is further distinguished in personal identity and group identity as the table illustrates 

below (Hymans, 2002): 
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(Hymans, 2002) 

 

This thesis is addressing identity formation and intergroup relations originating from Tajfel & 

Turner’s (1986) social psychological social identity theory (SIT) (Ting-Toomey, 1999). It 

derives from Tajfel’s (1974, 1978) and Tajfel & Turner’s (1979) early work on group 

conflicts and introduces the concept of a ‘social identity’ to explain the influence group 

memberships have on the individual’s behavioural patterns and self-perception. One of the 

core beliefs in social identity theory is the distinction between a personal identity and social 

identity. Critics e.g. Deaux (1992,1993) argues that our social identities are integrated in our 

personal identities. The social identity theory however, was insufficient in providing an 

explanation to how individuals prioritise between groups and Turner et. al (1994) proposed 

the self-categorisation theory to accommodate this challenge. When the two theories are used 

to supplement each other, they are often referred to as the ‘social identity approach’ or ‘social 

identity approach’. 

 Abrams & Hogg (1990) further propose the implementation of a self-esteem 

hypothesis which suggests that individuals seek to maintain positive perceptions of 

themselves and thus seek groups which tend to validate and reinforce this perception. The 

connection between social identity and self-esteem has been questioned by e.g. Turner et. al 

(2001) who perceives the hypothesis to be conflicting with the social identity theory’s core 

distinction between a social identity and a personal identity. The hypothesis is further 

criticised for neglecting other ways of maintaining a positive self-conception e.g. individual 

mobility and social creativity. 

Even with the new self-categorisation aspect to the theory, the social identity theory overlooks 

an intercultural perspective. Here, Gudykunst (1993, 1995) suggests the Anxiety/Uncertainty 
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Management (AUM) theory which emphasises information seeking as a tool to minimise 

anxiety and uncertainty; Burgoon (1992, 1995) suggests the Expectancy Violations (EV) 

theory which emphasises the importance of understanding own and other’s expectations in 

terms of boundaries; and lastly Y.Y. Kim (1988, 1995) suggests the System theory which 

emphasises the interface between the newcomer and the host culture and her ability to adapt 

to the unfamiliar culture (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

Ting-Toomey (1999) also seeks to provide an intercultural aspect to the social identity theory 

and proposes an identity negotiation theory which emphasises the interplay between 

security and vulnerability, which are essential parts of intercultural encounters (Ting-Toomey, 

1999). Within identity negotiation theory, the identity negotiation perspective occurs and 

emphasises the linkage between cultural values and self-conception (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

The literature on the perspective combine central aspects of three disciplines including social 

identity theory e.g. Abrams & Hogg (1990) and Brewer & Miller (1996); symbolic 

interactionism e.g. McCall & Simmons (1978) and Styrker (1981,1991); identity negotiation 

e.g. Ting-Toomey (1988,1989,1993); and relational dialectics e.g. Baxter & Montgomery 

(1996) (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The social identity theory derives from social psychology, 

while symbolic interaction theories derive from sociology and identity negotiation theory and 

relational dialectics derives from communications theories (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

 

Ethnography is an anthropological method used among others within sociology, cultural 

research and consumer research (Kozinets, 2002). Ethnography aims to form what Glaser & 

Strauss (1967) describe as a ‘grounded knowledge’ in which an understanding about a 

specific research object is obtained (Kozinets, 2002). In other words, it is used to reach an 

understanding of certain groups’ behavioural patterns based on knowledge of their race, 

nationality, religion, culture and age (Kozinets, 2002). Nonetheless, critics of ethnography 

claim that the approach tends to favour particular research objects or groups e.g. seen through 

Westernisation; and that the methods are limited (Kozinets, 2002). 

 The digital age further demonstrate the limitations of ethnography, which is 

insufficient in observing social interactions taking place online. Kozinets (2002) 

netnography approach on the other hand allows the examiner inside communities which she 

is not able to access using traditional anthropological approaches e.g. Fetterman (1989); 

Glaser & Strauss (1967); Hammersley & Atkinson (1995); Jorgensen (1989); Lincoln & Guba 
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(1985) (Kozinets, 2002). Arnould & Wallendorf (1994) stresses that netnography being based 

primarily on textual discourses has its limitations too, but Levy (1959), Sherry (1991) and 

Thompson (1997) emphasise that netnographic data do provide a solid view into the 

community observed (Kozinets, 2002). Turkle (1995) who accuses the approach to be weak in 

portraying a true and fair social representation of the informant is however knocked down by 

Mead’s (1938) idea that it is not the person who is observed but her behaviour and actions 

(Kozinets, 2002). 

 

Discourse analysis is introduced by Foucault (1972) who suggests that discourses are social 

constructions which help guide our behaviours and define the power relationships in our 

society (Thomson, 2011). Critics such as Hartsock (1990), Patton (1994), Sawicki (1996) and 

Hoy (1998) have come to question how Foucault’s (1972) proposed discourses arise and 

whether they are subject to biasness and desired ways of thinking (Thomson, 2011). 

Fairclough (2001) supplements Foucault’s (1972) idea by introducing critical discourse 

analysis (CDA), a method based on identifying power relationships through text analysis. 

The method derives from Habermas (1984) (Wall, Stahl, & Daynes, 2014) who identify the 

conscious and unconscious means used in communication and which are expressions of the 

power relationships in that particular discourse community. Fairclough perceives language as 

a social practice and identifies the power relations established by society. The critical 

discourse analysis can be applied to both written and verbal texts, however, Cukier et al. 

(2009) focus only on verbal texts e.g. speeches, and identify the persuasive means and 

strategic communication used to win the audience over (Wall et al., 2014). They emphasise 

that speeches are often used to either influence or manipulate the audience - something the 

speaker’s level of power also contributes to (Wall et al., 2014). 

Semiotics has anthropological roots and aims to study the communicative meaning-creation 

process (Wikipedia, 2016). Lines can be drawn to the field of linguistics, as semiotics studies 

the linguistic and non-linguistic processes during communication (Wikipedia, 2016). 

Semiotics is thus related to semantics, which studies the deontic meaning of words and 

phrases; syntactics, which studies the relation among and between signs and formal 

structures; and pragmatics, which studies the relation between words and signs in a particular 

context (Wikipedia, 2016). 
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Scolari’s (2008) uses a semiotic perspective to investigate how brands have become 

interactive narratives influenced online by users who contribute to the meaning-creating of 

brands. Scolari (2008) draws on the semiotic works of Codeluppi (2000, 2001), Ferraro 

(1999, 2000), Semprini (1990, 1996), Semprini & Musso (2000) and Marrone (2007) (Scolari, 

2008). It further draws on generative semiotics proposed by Greimas & Courtes (1979) and 

Floch (1993) to establish three phases of analysis: deep, semio-narrative and discursive 

(Scolari, 2008). 

 

In conclusion, this thesis endeavours to investigate and combine the theories which explain 

identity formation with the practical methods used to identify it e.g. netnography, discourse 

analysis and semiotic perspective. Additionally, the thesis addresses and contributes to the 

current debate and problematic surrounding British identity, which is a red hot topic these 

days especially due to globalisation and the upcoming election in June, which will determine 

whether the United Kingdom will continue to be part of the European Union. 
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Chapter 2  

 

Theoretical Framework 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, I establish the theoretical framework used throughout the thesis. Section 2.1 

describes my theoretical reflections and situates the thesis within social constructivism. The 

social constructivist framework is explained in section 2.2 and I outline how this framework 

enables me to answer the research question in section 2.3. Finally, section 2.4 discusses the 

delimitations of the thesis and how they relate to the choice of theory. 

 

2.1 Theoretical Reflections 

Paradigms set overall frameworks from which empirical material is addressed and analysed. It 

can be perceived as a pair of lenses, which enables the researcher to see the world in a 

particular way. Putting on different lenses or paradigms may result in very different 

conclusions, and paradigms should hence never be perceived as the one and only truth 

(Nygaard, 2012). The choice of paradigm furthermore sets the standard for which methods 

can be used, and some paradigms may be more appropriate than others for a given research 

project (Nygaard, 2012). Identity is dynamic, situational dependent and influenced by social 

groups, and does not directly lend itself to quantitative analysis. It is an odd size, which can 

be challenging to describe using quantitative methods since it is subjective and emotionally 

determined according to Ting-Toomey (1999). I approach my thesis using the social 

constructivist framework because it embraces a qualitative perspective and allows me to 

question the taken-for-granted assumptions, which shape our social worlds and our identities. 

In the following, I elaborate on the social constructivism theory and how it contributes to my 

thesis. 
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2.2 Social Constructivist Paradigm 

According to Burr (2003), social constructivism does not have a strict definition. This 

emphasises the essence of the paradigm, which ultimately believes that societies are socially 

constructed rather than objective, and is thus in opposition to positivism (Burr, 2003). 

Therefore, many social constructivists e.g. Weick (1995) and Berger & Luckmann (1967) 

state that there is no such thing as ‘one truth’ (Brier, 2006; Nygaard, 2012) because it is time-

sensitive and constructed by society. It is hence a comprehensive setting, which the individual 

uses as a frame of reference to define norms, values and virtues (Burr, 2003). The meaning-

creating takes place in our everyday interactions and social processes, nonetheless, majorities 

tend to dominate the construction of such a reference frame and determine what the socially 

agreed truth is (Burr, 2003; Nygaard, 2012). Individuals different from the norm experience 

problems with the frames set by the majority and are considered “wrong” (Burr, 2003). This 

means that all social scenes (e.g. a local community, a group of friends or a work meeting) 

have different points of departure. Knowledge is therefore “not [...] something that a person 

has or doesn’t have, but as something that people do together” (Burr, 2003: p.9). This makes 

the ontology of the theory relativistic, as it is determined on behalf of social, cultural and 

linguistic perspectives, and the epistemology subjective, as interpretation is essential. 

Ultimately, social constructivism seeks to question and challenge these basic 

assumptions and taken-for-granted ways of perceiving ourselves and the world as well as 

emphasises that we are too integrated a part of the framework to be aware of its subjectivity 

(Burr, 2003). Social constructivists do not believe that objectivity can be practised and is in 

opposition to positivism in which it is believed that the nature of world can be revealed 

through observation e.g. Comte (1830-1842) (Burr, 2003).  It further opposes essentialism, 

since our social world is a product of social processes and therefore not pre-determined by an 

essence within the individual pre-determined by e.g. biology (Burr, 2003). Social 

constructivism is hence unlike the nature/nurture debate within essentialism, and do not 

believe that individuals have a definable or discoverable nature within them. The individual is 

not merely a product of his cultural or environmental surroundings but may undergo changes 

which redefine his outlook on the world (Burr, 2003). Therefore, social constructivism is also 

questioning realism, because since we are creating our own reality through culture and 

societal norms, knowledge is not a direct product of reality; and “All knowledge is derived 

from looking at the world from some perspective or other, and is in the service of some 
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interests rather than others” (Burr, 2003: p.6). From a social constructivist point of view, 

realism is hence partial “in the sense of being only one way of seeing the world among many 

potential ways and in the sense of reflecting vested interest” (Burr, 2003: p.7). 

The paradigm urges us to be cautious and critical to our assumptions about the 

world. In order to do so, it is crucial to look at the ‘discourses’. According to Fairclough 

(1992,1995) discourses are culturally constructed and can be defined based on three different 

views: the first view emphasises Foucault’s (1972) definition of discourses as “a limited unit 

of statements, which sets the boundaries for what we say and do” (Phillips & Schrøder, 2005: 

translation, p.280). Here, language is perceived as a constitutional social practice in which 

groups verbally state and agree what is socially appropriate within a particular setting or 

discourse. Furthermore, discourses are highly related to power structures e.g. institutions, 

which create our social world by providing proposed interpretive frameworks. Secondly, 

discourses can be viewed as expert languages used within a social field or domain e.g. 

academic discourse or political discourse. Lastly, discourses can be defined as a particular 

way of speaking, which ascribe meaning to experiences based on a certain perspective e.g. 

social constructivism (Phillips & Schrøder, 2005). Burr (2003) compares discourses with 

putting on a pair of glasses, which make us perceive the world in a particular way. The 

context determines which glasses we wear and hereby our perception in any given situation 

e.g. we are more relaxed among friends than at a business meeting. Discourses have huge 

influence, as we take the norms and values for granted, as they rely on the practices and 

culture in our society (Burr, 2003). 

One of the ways we construct reality is through language. Language is used to 

categorise and establish a framework in the discourses we behave in and has a culturally 

subjective touch (Burr, 2003). As with reality, language is also dynamic and reproduced every 

day through interactions. Language hence becomes a pre-condition for thought, as it becomes 

the meaning-creating element, and as Whorf (1941) puts it “a person’s native language 

determines the way they think and perceive the world” (Burr, 2003: p.8). Social 

constructivists further support the thought that language is an action with consequences – it 

can best be seen through the use of declarative speech acts in which words as e.g. ‘I hereby 

pronounce you man and wife,’ results in certain consequences, restrictions and obligations. 

In social constructivism, one can distinguish between micro and macro. Micro 

constructivism deals with the micro structures of language used in interactions, while macro 
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constructivism focuses on the role which macro linguistic and social structures like 

institutions have in framing our perceptions of the world (Burr, 2003). In this thesis, I will 

combine the micro and macro constructivist perspective to relate the power of institutions to 

the interactions experienced in the Twitter communities. I will investigate the micro levels in 

interactions and discuss the notion of language as derived from and related to material or 

social structures, social relations and institutional practices (Burr, 2003).  

 

2.3 Methodology 

Having situated the thesis within the social constructivist framework, I now detail how I apply 

these qualitative methods from an inductive approach by analysing different materials, which 

reflect the public reaction to the proposal to privatise or make cuts to BBC. Furthermore, I 

collect data about the #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories Twitter communities, which allows 

me an insight into their motivation, values and attitudes. 

First, I look into identity theory from a deductive approach and later establish 

how this theory applies to the United Kingdom. I use a comparative approach to compare the 

nations’ different views on identity and the interpretative approach to propose two 

hypotheses. Comparison and interpretation originate in social constructivism, since it highly 

focuses on the link between the content analysed and the situational context.  

Second, I collect data about the #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories 

communities on Twitter by collecting multiple Tweets using the #BackTheBBC and 

#BBCmemories hashtags. The Tweets are analysed using an interpretive and inductive 

approach and allow me an insight into the communities’ motivation, values and attitudes 

towards the cuts and privatisation of BBC. Again, it takes its starting point in the social 

constructivism approach, and is critical to the taken-for-granted assumptions in the Twitter 

communities. 

 Third, to investigate the #BackTheBBC campaign video, I use an interpretative 

approach to analyse the visuals, story and underlying values. I further draw on 

#BackTheBBC’s website, Twitter and Facebook page to understand the grassroots movement 

and its cause further.  

Fourth, I analyse a ‘Letter to David Cameron’ using critical discourse analysis to 

identify the appeal forms used, the choice of words and the underlying motivation for writing 
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the letter. Here, the power relations are addressed and questioned from a social constructivist 

view, since these are evidently constructed by society. 

Lastly, I compare my results and the BBC Charter Review Public Consultation: 

Summary of Responses using a comparative approach in order to discuss my results, the 

challenges and reach a final conclusion to answer the research question based on my findings. 

 

2.4 Delimitations and Specifications 

Having outlined my choice of theory and methodology and how these contribute to answering 

my research question, I now describe the limitations these have and specify strategic choices I 

make in the thesis. 

My research question implies the prior assumptions that BBC does contribute to the identity 

formation process and that there is a possibility that a change to BBC might impact British 

identity.  

In my thesis, I apply a social constructivist view, so it is vital to emphasise that 

other paradigms may have been used instead. Furthermore, various theorists oppose to the 

social constructivist idea e.g. Billig et al. (1988) who argue that we are not sponges who soak 

and believe everything society tells us (Harkness, 2005). In this thesis, I take a micro and 

macro social constructivist standpoint, however, Burr (2003) emphasises that combining the 

two various ideas have not been attempted to a sufficient degree yet. I chose to do so to 

compare the institutional impact with the interactions taking place in the Twitter communities. 

Burr (2003) agrees that such a synthesis of the micro and macro level can be applied 

successfully and may even be advantageous in a discourse analysis – which I emphasise 

throughout my analysis.  

The social constructivist approach is subject to various limitations. Among 

others it is difficult to separate the examiner from the examined (Nygaard, 2012). I as an 

examiner am subject to my own cultural and environmental background, which impacts the 

way I perceive the world and therefore constitute a risk of biasness in the investigation 

process. Furthermore, social constructivism criticises another aspect of the examiner, which 

might apply to me as well. In traditional implicit or explicit imperialism or colonialism, ways 

are often adopted in which western ways of seeing the world (Westernisation) are 

automatically assumed to be the right ways, which it then attempts to subsequently, impose on 

others (Burr, 2003). 
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Throughout the thesis, I use the linguistic choice ‘British’ when referring to the 

entire population of the United Kingdom. I realise it contradicts various aspects of my thesis, 

which addresses the importance and distinction between being British, English, Welsh, 

Scottish and Northern Irish, as well as foreigners’ unappreciated tendency to apply the same 

yardstick to all of these nations. Therefore, I establish from the very beginning, how this use 

is insufficient in capturing the numerous shades of identities within the United Kingdom, but 

allows me to elaborate on the aspect where relevant and merely use the term as a shorter 

version of the entire population of the United Kingdom elsewhere. 

Furthermore, I make another linguistic choice when addressing England, 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland as ‘nations’ rather than ‘regions’. In the United 

Kingdom, there are four geographical regions, but each of them perceive themselves as more 

than a ‘region’ as specified in chapter 3, and rather like somewhat independent ‘nations within 

the United Kingdom’. 

 In chapter 3, I address numerous historical events. Social constructivists claim 

that we perceive historical events as rather objective notions, which can be explained and 

determined as one truth. But this is not the case, as “theories and explanations of psychology 

thus become time- and culture-bound and cannot be taken as once-and-for-all descriptions of 

human nature” (Burr, 2003: p. 7). Therefore, my account of former historical events should 

be perceived as true – but only under the pre-conditions which I bring to the table such as 

point in time, cultural assumptions, educational background, gender, age, discourse etc. 

The netnography approach allows me access to a community; I would otherwise 

not be able to access. Moreover, it is less time consuming and costly (Langer & Beckman, 

2005). However, the method comes with some pitfalls; the method requires me to look 

through hundreds of Tweets in order to categorise them into nethnographic patterns. Doing so 

is a highly qualitative method, which is likely to be impacted by my subjectivity; and another 

examiner might choose to focus on other individual Tweets. By categorising the Tweets into 

different types of communities, I distinguish between patterns and isolated cases. This enables 

me to sort out the isolated extreme opinions, which also occasionally appear, but does not 

illustrate the general public opinion. It is important to state that my netnographic findings are 

merely snapshots, which represent an individual’s motivation on that particular date and time, 

and not necessarily her current standpoint in the debate. 
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Fairclough’s (2001) critical discourse analysis is subject to subjectivity, and 

does not provide a tangible answer as e.g. positivism does. This means that the examiner is 

presented with an array of options, which she must choose from. Discourse analysis may 

experience biasness e.g. Westernisation, or the examiner might unconsciously interpret a text 

so it is according to her other findings or prejudices. 

Scolari’s (2008) semiotic perspective’s weaknesses consist in the interpretive 

aspect of the method. In all the three levels of the analysis, the examiner is using her own 

reference frame to create meaning of what she sees. What might be a symbol in one culture 

might mean something differently in another culture. The entire interpretation of the video is 

hence likely to change. 

In the BBC Charter Review Public Consultation: Summary of Responses report, 

it is emphasised how the figures merely refer to the sections of the public, who responded to 

the survey and may not entail a completely credible view of the entire British population. 

They should hence not be treated as statistically representative of the public at large. Further, 

the percentages referenced in the report refer to the percentage of the valid responses received 

for that particular question (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). In my discussion, 

I primarily focus on the questions, which relate to BBC’s values, mission and purpose, its 

funding and its independence as well as the respondent rates which stood out. I made this 

choice, because it is apparent that some questions received more attention than others, and I 

investigate if there is a pattern to be found. Furthermore, according to social constructivism, 

the responses to the Charter Review are merely snapshots of the opinion of the respondents in 

July-October 2015, where they filled out the survey. Therefore the result is not necessarily 

true and fair anymore, but only illustrates the respondents’ opinions back then. A large 

number of organisations and the industry furthermore participated in the Charter Review. 

They carry very different motivations than private people, as the motivations are connected to 

their business interests rather than their national identity. 
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Chapter 3  

 

From Sovereign Power to Divided 

Kingdom  
 

 

 

 

As a sovereign power, the British Empire covered at its high a fifth of the world’s surface and 

included a quarter of the world’s population. During these years, England, Scotland, Wales 

and Ireland were a supreme unity with a high level of political power and responsibility 

(Djursaa & Werther, 2011; Kumar, 2003) and consequently this was how the nations 

identified themselves. Being the British Empire was their trademark and rallying point, but as 

the Empire fell, so did the sovereignty, and the British identity struggled to find a new 

common footing. Nonetheless, the identity as a sovereign nation is highly rooted in the British 

this very day, and I argue that it still creates strong bonds between the nations. 

 

In the following chapter, section 3.1 accounts for how the fall of the British Empire has 

impacted and shaped the current British identity and contributed to make internal divisions in 

the United Kingdom. Section 3.2 investigates further how identities are shaped according to 

Ting-Toomey (1999) and looks into the nations within the United Kingdom to determine, if 

they carry different identity perceptions. Section 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 discuss some of the social 

and cultural factors which cause divisions between groups and lastly, section 3.6 discusses 

whether based on the previous findings, one can talk of a United or Divided Kingdom. 

 

3.1 The Break-up of Britain 

After the fall of the British Empire, the four nations – England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland – 

went through some turbulent years of separation and then gradually formed what is now 
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known as the United Kingdom; consisting of Great Britain (England, Scotland, Wales) and 

Northern Ireland (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

The identity and institution as a great sovereign nation no longer united the four 

nations, and even though the idea of a British identity was initiated, it is still debatable today 

whether such an identity exists. Djursaa & Werther (2011) suggest that a number of collective 

national and regional identities are present in the United Kingdom and that it is somewhat 

characterised by its diversity. They further argue that one’s identity is not merely impacted by 

geographical origin but also by gender, age, class, occupation, ethnicity, religion and general 

lifestyle. Linda Colley (1992) emphasises that what brought the English, Welsh and Scots 

together under the term ‘Britons’ in 1707-1837, were the joint institutions, the monarchy, the 

Parliament and having France as a common enemy. This was the first indication of a United 

Kingdom, and further increased through the industrialisation, where communication and 

transportation became easier and encouraged urbanisation and migration across nations. In the 

19
th 

and 20
th

 century, the increase of eligible voters, two World Wars, the establishment of 

state welfare institutions and national television further contributed to create a united nation 

(Djursaa & Werther, 2011). The nation’s identity had suffered during this migration period. 

The country had taken a shift from a great sovereign nation to now being divided into cultural 

clusters with no clear common vision.  

In the following section, I investigate further how the loss of its sovereign 

identity has impacted the United Kingdom today. Therefore, I take a point of departure in 

Ting-Toomey’s (1999) theory of identity formation. 

 

3.2 Identity Formation in the UK 

As a general rule, identity has its roots in the individual’s basic needs of security, trust, 

inclusion, connection and stability (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The individual’s perception and 

understanding of these instincts further has its foundation in cultural values and norms, which 

according to social constructivism is socially constructed and plays a vital part in intercultural 

encounters. According to Ting-Toomey (1999), culture is what ultimately shapes the 

individual’s self-image or identity as it is profoundly personal, situational and relational 

factors, which influence the individual’s self-image (Ting-Toomey, 1999). She further argues 

that when ascribing meaning to ethnicity, gender and age, it is our core values and practises, 

which define and determine the meaning (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The individual learn to 
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navigate in this arena by adjusting to the verbal and nonverbal feedback received when 

interacting with others, also supported by the social constructivist thought of language as a 

pre-condition for thought. Through the interaction process, the individual is taught what is 

culturally acceptable and what is not. The more familiar the norms, values and symbols 

between two communicating parties are, the more they feel secure. If these differ, the parties 

will question each other’s behaviour, which creates insecurity and vulnerability (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). 

In the United Kingdom, a somewhat contrasting identity occurs – since the four 

nations have common grounds but also carry different views on identity as well. This is also 

reflected through their different relationships to the British state. Especially the contrast 

between the English power centre (England) and the Celtic fringe (Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland) remains strong and indicates that central cultural differences continue to 

exist in the United Kingdom (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

As mentioned briefly in the introduction, identity is no longer bound to one’s 

geographical origin, but can be defined as civic, ethnic or a combination of the two (Appendix 

A). Ignatieff (1995) distinguishes between having a high or low ethnic identity and having a 

high or low civic identity. When your ethnic identity is high, the individual emphasises 

traditions, language, religion and ancestry rather than the individual’s legal citizenship, and 

have a low civic identity. When having a high civic identity, the individual associates himself 

with the citizenry and the political and legal institutions of the state and has a low ethnic 

identity. The individual can also have a high ethnic and civic identity simultaneously, or 

neither a civic nor an ethnic identity (Kiss & Park, 2016). Young (2014) emphasises that 

differences between groups are not enhanced in Tilley et al. (2004) ‘Distribution of 

conceptions of national identity, 1995, 2003 and 2013’ model (Appendix B); and age, which 

has a great say in perception of national identity, is not taken into account. However, it is 

important to note that research shows that younger groups are less likely to experience 

national pride than older groups (Kiss & Park, 2016). Young (2014) further emphasises that it 

is rather entire generations than particular age groups which feel this way, and it may be due 

to their exposure to war and other political conflicts, which have tied the generation stronger 

together (Kiss & Park, 2016). 
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In the following sections, I argue and give examples which emphasise the 

United Kingdom’s intercultural divide. Hereafter, I discuss why the nations – despite cultural 

differences – still are united into ‘the United Kingdom’. 

 

3.2.1 Northern Ireland  

During the industrialisation, Ireland experienced a migration of English and Scots in the 

North East of Ireland (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). As a consequence, the migrants started to 

form Protestant communities in the north, which eventually led to the division of a mainly 

Protestant Northern Ireland and a Catholic Southern Ireland as it is known today (Djursaa & 

Werther, 2011). Northern Ireland has a long record of conflicts between the two religions, as a 

minority of Catholics still live there (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). As a result, the nation is in 

many ways still divided. This may very well explain why Northern Ireland is perceiced the 

least and the most British of the four nations in the United Kingdom. The majority, namely 60 

per cent of the population in Northern Ireland, stress that they perceive their identity as British 

rather than Irish, while 40 per cent feel more Irish than British (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

The majority feel a strong need to differentiate themselves from Ireland, and one way to do 

this is by embracing their civic identity as British. Additionally, a dual identity is not present 

as one characterises oneself as either British or Irish – not a combination (Djursaa & Werther, 

2011). Here, a high civic or ethnic identity is present. It is quite interesting to note that instead 

of forming a new, unique Northern Irish identity, the population insists on emphasising a clear 

distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’, which I will elaborate on later in this chapter. 

Nevertheless, it is less fortunate for Northern Ireland’s political influence, as a division 

between political interests also occurs (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

 

3.2.2 Wales 

‘Weales’ is the Saxon name for Wales and means strangers or non-Saxons, which clearly 

indicates the cultural division between the Welsh and English population (Djursaa & Werther, 

2011). The two nations united in 1536, and the English state came to dominate the political 

scene, as the Parliament was and has been located in London ever since (Djursaa & Werther, 

2011). The Welsh identity is thus merely connected to cultural values such as the Welsh 

language and customs (Djursaa & Werther, 2011), which urged the Welsh to develop a dual 
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identity of being simultaneously civic British and ethnic Welsh. Here, the ethnic identity is 

generally higher than the civic (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

The relationship to England has though been strained – because of political 

dominance and that the English language and interests were promoted at the expense of 

Welsh. The affiliation to the United Kingdom has also divided Wales – a division which to a 

certain degree can be explained by the three Wales model (Appendix G) (Djursaa & Werther, 

2011). The three Wales model is also highly impacted by the emphasis on Welsh language. 

The north-west and west central Wales, goes under ‘Y Fro Gymraeg’ in the model, and 

attaches the strongest importance to the Welsh language. This part of Wales, which is sparsely 

populated, is also the home of the Welsh nationalist party ‘Plaid Cymru’ or in English: The 

Party of Wales, which also emphasises the community’s strong ties to its Welsh roots 

(Djursaa & Werther, 2011). Two thirds of the Welsh population live in the second ‘Welsh 

Wales’ part of the model in the South East (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). It consists of 

predominantly English-speaking people possibly impacted by the immigration of English and 

Irish people in the 19
th

 century, however, with a distinct Welsh identity rooted in the 

industrialised valleys of southern Wales (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). Politically, the area has 

shown its support to the Labour Party through the years and many young people immigrate to 

England (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). The last part of the model is ‘British Wales’ and includes 

the lands which borders towards England, the rest of the South East and Pembrokeshire in the 

South West (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). As the name indicates, this part of Wales is 

emphasising being British more than being Welsh, as it acknowledges that in order to 

influence the British state, you have to take part in the English-dominated culture rather than 

enhancing Welshness (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

 

3.2.4 Scotland 

Even though Scotland is an integrated part of British politics, imperial enterprises and 

economy, the nation has remained its legal system, educational system and a Calvinist 

Presbyterian church (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). Language-wise the Gaelic language does not 

have a central role in Scottish identity like Welsh in Wales. Only around 1.3-1.4 per cent of 

the population speaks it, while the rest is dominated by English – though with special features 

of pronunciation and vocabulary (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). The division of Scotland can be 

dated back to previous linguistic differences between the Scottish Highlands and Lowlands 
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(Djursaa & Werther, 2011). The Highlands emphasised Gaelic language, Catholicism and its 

clan-based culture, while Lowlands enhanced Scottish language and the closer relation to 

England (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). Therefore, the Lowlands had keener interest in 

establishing a union with England, and after the battle in Culloden in 1746, it got its will. 

Consequently, the Highlands decreased due to emigration, and the Lowlands soon dominated 

Scotland’s political choices (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

From a tourist point of view, Scotland is still highly associated with its Celtic symbols derived 

from the Highlands e.g. landscapes, lochs, kilts and clans – despite the economic and political 

dominance of the Lowlands (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). This utter Scottishness also remains 

in their dual identity as being nationally, culturally and ethnic Scottish and stately or civic 

British. Here the ethnic identity also gains higher importance than the civic (Djursaa & 

Werther, 2011). 

 

4.2.5 England 

Unlike the other nations in the United Kingdom, England has a fused identity rather than a 

dual (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). This means that there is rarely seen a distinction between 

being civic British and being ethnic English. England has a high civic and ethnic identity. 

This is highly encouraged by foreigners who also tend to use them randomly (Djursaa & 

Werther, 2011). 

Like the other three nations, a division is also found internally in England. In general the 

division occurs between the North and South of England with regards to economy, income 

levels, housing prices but also identity (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). The difference between 

the two can be stated back to the industrialisation, where the North was highly impacted by 

heavy industries and mining, which meant that a large group of working-class communities 

were born (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). In contrast, the South was influenced by finance and 

service- and knowledge-based industries and rather attracted the conservative middle class 

(Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

Nowadays, the South is characterised by being home to the upper middle class and the elite 

surrounding London, and the idyllic country side with rural cottages and English gardens 

(Djursaa & Werther, 2011). In many ways, this is the manifestation of foreigners’ idea of ‘the 

real England’ (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). However, London has distinguished itself from the 

South (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). Unlike the rest of England, there is nothing typically 
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English or British about London. It is a multicultural, financial centre of power housing a 

variety of nationalities (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). 

 

3.3 In-group Favouritism and Out-group Differentiation 

As the previous section suggests, the United Kingdom is highly influenced by its internal 

division. In order to investigate what underlies this division, I go deeper into Ting-Toomey’s 

(1999) idea of in-group favouritism and out-group differentiation. I explain the underlying 

motives and how this affects the United Kingdom’s international relationships.  

 

3.3.1 In-group and Out-group 

According to the identity negotiation theory, our personal identity consciousness becomes 

enhanced when experiencing a threat to the identity or vulnerability during interaction e.g. 

negative verbal or nonverbal feedback on behaviour; when receiving praise or admiration on 

group achievements e.g. the national soccer team winning; or when the identity is being either 

positively or negatively stigmatised e.g. prejudices (Ting-Toomey, 1999). When the identity 

consciousness identifies the other party as dissimilar, an out-group-based differentiation is 

made (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Here, an out-group refers to groups which are detached from and 

distrusted by the in-group (Ting-Toomey, 1999). This differentiation may be based on 

difference in e.g. skin colour, language or religion in comparison to the in-group (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). Alternatively, if the identity consciousness makes the individual identify with 

the in-group, in-group loyalty may occur (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Here, in-group refers to 

groups which share the same emotional attachments and fate (Ting-Toomey, 1999). In-group 

loyalty may for example be present in cases where e.g. ethnicity or race is similar (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). 

To foreigners, the intercultural differences in the United Kingdom may appear 

quite small; they are however crucial to defining their social identities – just like Danes find it 

important to distinguish between regional origin. In the United Kingdom it seems particularly 

important to minorities like the Welsh as well as the Scots, who have been oppressed by the 

English throughout history. Establishing a clear distance is likely to have a political agenda 

and be a political statement to distance oneself from the alleged injustice. 
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4.3.2 In-group Favouritism and Out-group Differentiation 

When a group tends to favour own group values and differentiate itself from other groups 

with dissimilar values, in-group favouritism and out-group differentiation arises (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). This can be associated with the social constructivist idea of majorities 

determining the framework. To a certain degree in-group favouritism and out-group 

differentiation is seen in the United Kingdom. This argument is based on social and cultural 

differences and supports Ting-Toomey’s (1999) idea that individual’s practise in-group 

favouritism and out-group differentiation for the purpose of enhancing their social and 

personal identities (Ting-Toomey, 1999). As the name of the identity negotiation perspective 

states, the individual negotiates his identity through interaction with others, much like the 

social constructivist belief that meaning is co-created through social interactions (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). ’Identity’ is within this perspective identified as “the reflective self-

conception or self-image that we each derive from our cultural, ethnic and gender 

socialisation processes” (Ting-Toomey, 1999: p.28). This means that the individual bases her 

self-image on behalf of the group’s feedback, and the group norms thus influence her personal 

attitude. Therefore, if for example a Welsh person is in a group consisting of English people, 

he may have difficulties identifying with all aspects of their social customs and may hence 

feel an urge to differentiate himself from the group.  

The perspective overall contains two views – the social identity and the personal identity. The 

social identity derives from memberships in groups e.g. cultural or ethnic belonging, gender, 

sexual orientation, social class, age, disability or professional profile (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

Here, the individual further distinguishes between intergroup-based relationships where 

group membership attributes are in focus; and interpersonal-based relationships, where the 

unique attributes of the individual are in focus (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The personal identity on 

the other hand is based on the individual’s self-conception in relation to others including 

unique attributes (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

The identity negotiation perspective relates to the social identity theory which 

believes that people can improve their membership self-image in two ways: by enhancing 

their in-group identity or by bolstering their personal identity (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

Therefore, individuals tend to be biased towards their in-group attributes and assess them as 

positive and desirable rather than negative, while assessing other group’s attributes as less 

desirable (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. once again, the Welsh person in an English-only group 
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may, based on his cultural standpoint, evaluate the English group’s attributes as less desirable 

or even inappropriate or incorrect. These individuals further perceive to have more in 

common with in-group members than out-group members (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. this is 

often seen among tourists abroad, when they meet someone from their home country. They 

immediately create an in-group of e.g. Danes, because they have the same frame of reference 

(Ting-Toomey, 1999). This biasness is often discussed among social constructivists, who 

believe we bring it with us in every encounter and disables us to perceive the world from an 

objective view (Burr, 2003). The in-group favouritism principle further contributes to enhance 

our desired in-group and personal identities, which consequently encourages us to behave 

according to in-group norms (Ting-Toomey, 1999). This may further bolster existing 

prejudices (Ting-Toomey, 1999).  

Another significant factor which promotes in-group favouritism is when 

differences in perceived power distances occur, as the individual may experience this as a 

threat to his identity (Ting-Toomey, 1999). As mentioned previously, humans have a basic 

need to trust and be trusted by their surroundings. Therefore, they tend to stick with what and 

who they know and are familiar with rather than approaching the unfamiliar out-group and 

becoming vulnerable.  

 

3.3. Ethnocentrism 

The in-group favouritism principle can also be related to ethnocentrism, in which the 

individual is attached to one particular culture’s values, customs, norms and roles in such a 

way that it has become the foundation for which he meets and judges other cultures (Ting-

Toomey, 1999) . Ting-Toomey (1999) states: “When we behave ethnocentrically, we are 

basically protecting our group membership boundaries and, more fundamentally, our 

habitual ways of thinking, feeling and responding” (Ting-Toomey, 1999: p.149). 

Furthermore, ethnocentrism encourages the individual to perceive his cultural norms, beliefs 

and behaviour as superior to opponent cultures (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Ethnocentricity can 

appear in various degrees and may be based on different aspects of one’s culture e.g. 

language, traditions, politics etc. (Ting-Toomey, 1999). In the United Kingdom, ethnocentric 

behaviour is often seen in relation to its membership in the European Union - which is also 

currently highly debated. 
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3.4 Social Categorisation 

Ethnocentric behaviour is not the only defence mechanism used when approaching out-group 

members. In order to make sense of abstract concepts, things or relations, humans use their 

cognitive abilities to categorise (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Social categorisation is an expression 

of the need to make sense of who one’s social encounters are and what they represent (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). It helps make our social world more predictable and meaningful in 

accordance with our own cultural and personal frames of reference (Ting-Toomey, 1999). It is 

often based on prejudices and lead to certain expectations and meanings – either negative or 

positive – to other people’s behaviour or actions also known as stereotyping (Ting-Toomey, 

1999). Categorisation is also an essential part of social constructivism, which also emphasises 

that we are born into a world of conceptual frameworks and categories (Burr, 2003). 

 In the following section, I explain how stereotyping functions as a tool to 

understand out-group members to a certain degree, and investigate which stereotypes are 

present in the United Kingdom.  

 

3.4.1 Stereotyping 

Stereotyping functions as a central element in social categorisation and is defined by Wood 

(1997) as a “broad generalisation about an entire class of phenomena based on some 

knowledge of some aspects of members of the class” (Ting-Toomey, 1999: p.149).  

Stereotypes are often characterised by being exaggerated, one-sided, not necessarily true and 

fair; and are usually based on e.g. nationality, occupation, religious belief, style, music 

preferences etc. (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Stereotypes are further categorised into: 1) insiders’ 

perception of the group (autostereotypes) e.g. what Scots think of other Scots; 2) one groups 

perception of another group (heterostereotypes) e.g. Northern Irish people’s perception of the 

English; and 3) empirical evidence which supports the ‘prejudice’ (sociotypes) (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). Sociotypes are further distinguished as normative, based on general 

knowledge e.g. Germans are organised; or personal, based on personal experience e.g. having 

met a rude Frenchman once you now assume that all French people are rude (Ting-Toomey, 

1999; Trompenaars, 1993). 

Autostereotypes can be related to the in-group favouritism principle, and are 

often used to encourage solidarity in the in-group. From a socialistic constructivist viewpoint 

it is highly culturally influenced and biased (Ting-Toomey, 1999). It takes place among all 
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majority and minority groups in the United Kingdom and contributes to shape their group 

identities. Heterostereotypes and sociotypes on the other hand, are encouraged by out-group 

differentiation and provide a framework for what to expect from a particular group (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). The expectations or prejudices, which the individual carry beforehand, 

encourage certain attributes to stand out. This selective perception further bolsters the 

individual’s stereotypical assumptions and makes them difficult to change (Ting-Toomey, 

1999). Individuals can further choose to engage in the autostereotypical process by involving 

themselves in the principle of self-fulfilling prophecy (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Here, the 

individual chooses to emphasise the stereotypical ideas held by the counterpart (Ting-

Toomey, 1999). Self-fulfilling prophecies occur when we think something is true about 

ourselves and then behave accordingly (Ting-Toomey, 1999). This tactic can e.g. be used to 

establish one’s social identity as ‘the Englishman’ in a group of foreigners.  

 

3.4.2 Linguistic Categorisation 

Linguistic categorisations are another way to create further polarised boundaries of in-group 

and out-group according to Wood (1997) and also an essential element in the social 

constructivist thought. Examples include female versus male, European versus non-European, 

employed versus unemployed etc. The linguistic distinction encourages a polarised way of 

thinking in good versus bad and correct versus incorrect, which might separate the groups 

even further (Ting-Toomey, 1999). As seen with the different identities, each ethnic group has 

a clear consciousness about the linguistic divide between using descriptions like British, 

English, Welsh, Irish and Scottish etc. The linguistic categorisations are used to both separate 

and unite particular parts of the population.  

The linguistic categorisation is very much linked to the social constructivist perception of 

language as meaning-creating. According to Whorf (1941), language is a precondition for 

thought and determines the way we interpret the world (Burr, 2003). Furthermore, it is 

through verbal interaction and exchange that the social constructions are created and agreed 

upon (Burr, 2003). 

 

Linguistic categories are though far from simple in the United Kingdom. The nation consists 

of people with multiple ethnic origins whether it is Asian and British, African and Scottish or 

Welsh and English etc. The big question is: are you fully British, if you have a Pakistani 
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mother, or are you rather British-Pakistani? All of these grey areas make it difficult to make 

categorisations based on linguistics, which BBC also sought to illustrate in 2015 in a short 

video, which asked the question: ‘Do you tick the British box?’ (Fakim & Iqbal, 2015). The 

video was made for BBC Radio 1 and 1Xtra’s Newsbeat - a programme providing exclusive 

music news, big interviews, entertainment, social media trends and videos. In the video, 

citizens from the United Kingdom were asked which box they would tick regarding ethnic 

group on a National Consensus form ’ (Fakim & Iqbal, 2015). The video deals with an 

important part of the individual’s personal identity – namely ethnicity, and it perfectly 

emphasises the challenges which social categorisation has. First, it is clear that words often 

carry stereotypical associations, which the individual may or may not want to be associated 

with. Therefore, being categorised as ‘something’ may result in an emotional reaction e.g. in 

the video the categorisation is described as ‘insulting’ and ‘ignorant’ and one respondent says 

(Fakim & Iqbal, 2015):  

 

“I don’t see why it [red. I] has to be defined as something special – something different” 

(Fakim & Iqbal, 2015). 

 

Second, linguistic categorisation is closely linked to social identity, why it is important to the 

individual to be acknowledged as being part of a particular group. In the video, the following 

examples are interesting to look upon: 

 

 “I kind of both identify with my British and Irish side.” 

 

“That feels just a bit weird just crossing ‘British’, because then it feels like I’m 

denying two important aspects of who I am as well.” 

(Fakim & Iqbal, 2015) 

 

Being categorised wrongly and not being recognised as part of a particular group are both 

important aspects, and the video clearly emphasises the importance and consciousness about 

linguistic categorisation in the United Kingdom. 
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3.5 Social Comparison 

In order for the individual to distinguish between the in-group and out-group members, he 

uses social comparison to target the areas in which they differ (Ting-Toomey, 1999). When 

comparing with others, the individual strives to appear desirable compared to the counterpart 

(Ting-Toomey, 1999). As mentioned previously, this bolsters the individual’s social identity, 

as it helps the individual assess and establish his own group identity (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

According to Wills (1991) the comparison takes place, when the identity consciousness is 

activated and is distinguished between lateral comparison, downward comparison and upward 

comparison (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Lateral comparison happens, when the comparison is made 

between two social groups who are considered equal (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. lawyers 

versus doctors. Downward comparison occurs, when the comparison is made with a social 

group who is considered inferior to one’s own (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. lawyers versus sales 

assistants and upward comparison takes place, when the comparison is made with a social 

group being  considered superior to one’s own (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. sales assistant 

versus lawyer (Ting-Toomey, 1999).  

Comparison is highly a question of power struggles, which can lead to the 

individual feeling his identity being threatened. Individuals hence tends to engage in lateral or 

downward comparison because it enables them to reinforce their social identity (Ting-

Toomey, 1999) e.g. in the United Kingdom comparison is regularly made between the 

different national identities. This positive social comparison emphasises our ownership of a 

desired social and personal identity (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. Welsh national identity, while 

negative social comparison may lead to distancing from the in-group or enhancement of 

personal identity (Ting-Toomey, 1999) e.g. “even though I am Danish, I am very open and 

friendly when meeting new people” i.e. Danish people are often stereotyped as being reserved 

(Ting-Toomey, 1999). In the United Kingdom, the negative social comparisons are often 

made in regards to its membership in the European Union, but also seen between the four 

nations. 

 

3.6 United or Divided Kingdom? 

United Kingdom is in many ways a divided nation, which has never seemed to establish a 

new joint national identity after the decline of the British Empire. Nonetheless, the nation has 

managed to stay united despite its cultural differences thanks to certain culturally mutual 
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symbols, politics or events, which continue to glue the nations together and have created a 

common ground, which can be referred to as ‘Britishness’. In the following section, I discuss 

what factors either unite or divide the four nations in the United Kingdom. 

 

What united the United Kingdom back in 1707 are very much the same factors which keep 

them united this very day; joint institutions, monarchy, the Parliament, religion and having 

common enemies. Though divisions arise between nations and even within the nations, the in-

group and out-group dynamic seems to be situational dependent. To relate this to the 

stereotypical view, heterostereotypes may occur between the sub-groups e.g. Northern Welsh 

versus Southern Welsh, English versus Irish etc.; where a clear distinction between in-group 

and out-group occurs. These dynamic changes when the same groups act in certain political or 

multicultural arenas. It can also be explained as a shift in the identity consciousness. The 

situational context changes and so does the identity consciousness. Now, the former in-group 

and out-group can better identify with each other than with the new actor; and what used to be 

opposing groups are thus united, and the out-group is now the common distrusted party. Here, 

you also see clear power struggles. An example could be the public versus the Government. 

The change of heart implies that the United Kingdom is very much a union when it comes to 

some fundamental factors. Internally, the gap may appear wide, but once making social 

comparisons with non-British, the social comparison internally decreases and the out-group 

becomes the odd one out. As mentioned previously, this out-group differentiation often arises 

when a group feels threatened or vulnerable. It is the same sense of vulnerability which drives 

the former opposing groups to join forces. In this particular context it is more advantageous 

for the individual to identify with his British identity, because it will provide him with the 

security he seeks in a potentially threatening situation. Ultimately, the personal identity of e.g. 

being Scottish becomes less important than the inter-group relationships and the social 

identity of being British. It is my argument that the same dynamics took place as the BBC 

debate started to rise in 2015. So the question is: how can they suddenly put their 

indifferences aside?  

To answer this question, I look at the cultural factors on which the four nations 

are built. Hall (1976) suggested an iceberg analogy (Appendix C) to explain the different 

aspects of culture. He distinguishes between 1) cultural artefacts, 2) verbal and nonverbal 

symbols and 3) symbolic meanings (Ting-Toomey, 1999). These intangible sizes are essential 
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building blocks, which altogether can be characterised under the term ‘culture’. Oftentimes, 

when culture is discussed, it is merely the two upper levels which are referred to. It is no 

coincidence; because according to the iceberg model, artefacts are the visible elements of 

culture e.g. food, language and symbols; while verbal and nonverbal symbols are e.g. 

language and body language. Both levels are often the most obvious difference between two 

cultures. The deep level on the other hand is according to the iceberg analogy underneath the 

sea surface; because it is the non visible aspects of culture e.g. traditions, beliefs, values. 

These factors are what ultimately shape and impact the individual’s way of thinking, reacting 

and behaving – and also some of the same factors, which shape identity (Ting-Toomey, 

1999).  

In the United Kingdom, artefacts and verbal and nonverbal language too play a 

central role in the distinction between the four nations and internally within the nations. Foods 

(haggis, black pudding, Yorkshire pudding etc.), languages (dialects, Welsh etc.) and symbols 

(flags, bagpipes, leeks etc.) vary and are visibly establishing in-groups and out-groups. It 

gives the impression that the British are more divided than what is actually the case. If 

investigating the deep level of the iceberg and applying the model to the four respective 

nations, they have the same emotional attachments and may not differ that much after all. In 

fact, this may very well be the glue which holds them together.  

This argument is further supported by the political debate about the Scotland 

and Wales independence, in which the British repeatedly have chosen to stay united. Despite 

intercultural differences and power struggles, the core cultural essence at the deep level –the 

‘Britishness’ – has kept the nation together. I believe this idea can further be supported by the 

current debate about the United Kingdom and the European Union. This debate is one which 

truly divides the four nations. We see an England which leads the way towards a Brexit and 

leaving the European Union; and a Scotland strongly wanting to keep the political bonds with 

the Union. Currently being a hot topic, the speculations and ‘what ifs’ are circulating these 

days, and one of the major rumours is Scotland’s consideration to seek independence from the 

United Kingdom, if a Brexit should become reality. This is a strong statement, which if true, 

supports my argument that a major interference with the core meanings, norms, values, beliefs 

and traditions may result in a breakup of the United Kingdom.  

Even though the British have entered a new millennium, it is still old British 

institutions like the monarchy, the Parliament and BBC, which convey British values. Both 
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the monarchy and the Parliament have been criticised to be London-centric; BBC however 

has managed to convey the overall British values as well as localised content with national 

values. BBC not merely stands for “Britishness” but also for “Welshness”, “Scottishness” and 

“Englishness”, which means that the British have even more invested in their relationship 

with BBC. In these years where Britishness is assumed to be threatened by outer forces, the 

internal identity and culture carriers have gained stronger importance. BBC has been one of 

the rallying points and has taken the role as a common British voice. The British’ major 

concern about a privatisation or cuts to BBC is the loss of independence from market forces. 

Even though a British owned company e.g. Ofcom has been suggested as a governing body 

for this purpose; the concern is that BBC’s content will no longer maintain entertaining, 

informing and educating, but rather provide content based on the numbers of viewers; or even 

facilitate commercial interests. Critics fear that this will have a negative impact on BBC’s 

ability to live up to its overall purpose to provide something for everyone. To state my final 

argument, the British population fears to lose this common voice and rallying point if BBC is 

privatised or the content is changed due to cuts – and without a rallying point can the nation 

stay united or will it experience a divide? 

 

3.7 Sub-conclusion and Hypotheses 

In this chapter, I indentified how the fall of the British Empire also became the fall of Britain 

as a great sovereign power, and how the nation afterwards separated in lack of a common 

identity. I further established that a British identity does exist to a certain degree today, and 

how institutions such as the British monarchy, the Parliament and BBC consistently 

contribute to unite England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. “Britishness” merely 

exists in the deep levels of each nations’s culture according to Hall’s (1976) iceberg analogy 

and includes core meanings, norms, values, beliefs and traditions; while the more visible 

cultural factors such as artefacts and verbal and nonverbal communication are rather 

connected to the individual’s national identity as Welsh, English, Scottish or Irish. This also 

goes under the term ‘dual identity’ and can be distinguished further into civic, ethnic or a 

combination of the two. 

I argued that one’s identity is not merely impacted by geographical origin but also by gender, 

age, class, occupation, ethnicity, religion and general lifestyle, and is negotiated through 

interaction with others. Individuals further become identity conscious in encounters with 
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others with dissimilar identities than their own. I have identified several ways in which we 

distinguish between in-groups and out-groups; including social categorisation through 

stereotyping and linguistic categorisation; and social comparison which can be distinguished 

into lateral, downward or upward comparison. Identity has its roots in basic needs of security, 

trust, inclusion, connection and stability, and the situational context hence impacts the 

dynamics of in-group and out-group and can change an ‘us versus them’-mentality if the 

parties experience a common outer threat. In-group favouritism is also a result of this and 

encourages individuals to seek others similar to them in order to feel secure. In extreme 

circumstances, this may encourage ethnocentric behaviour, in which the individual’s culture, 

values, norms and roles are perceived superior compared to others and become the foundation 

on which the individual judges out-group members. 

Based on these conclusions my initial hypotheses for the thesis are: 

 

 If the identity consciousness shifts when the situational context changes, then the in-

group and out-group dynamic between nations will change if they experience a 

common outer threat. 

 If BBC is a central part of British identity, then it will affect British identity, if BBC 

undergoes major changes of content, funding or in relation to its governing body. 
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Chapter 4  

 

Understanding the Public Reaction 

 

 

 

 

When the social media platform Twitter started to rage in July 2015 the message was clear: 

the British did not appreciate the proposals made in the Government’s Green Paper to 

privatise and make cuts to BBC. The interesting question to ask is: why did they react so 

strongly to the future operations of a broadcasting company? 

 

In the following chapter I determine in 4.1 why Twitter is an excellent channel for co-creation 

and I investigate the community member’s underlying motivation for sharing and using the 

#BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories hashtags by analysing a selection of Tweets by using 

Kozinets’ (2002) netonography approach. Furthermore, a Letter to David Cameron and the 

#GreatBBC campaign which came in the wake of the reactions on Twitter, is analysed using 

respectively Fairclough’s (2001) critical discourse analysis and Scolari’s (2008) semiotic 

perspective to establish the motivation further. In section 4.2, I briefly introduce other actions 

taken by the Twitter community. 

 

4.1 The Public’s Mouthpiece 

Sharing content on social media can be done to make ones opinion known about a particular 

topic or to share a funny video with friends. However, the game of sharing is risky for brands 

because it allows people the status as co-creators rather than just receivers. It can be 

advantageous for the brands as long as it contributes to better their image and brand value. In 

2015 the British population took on the role as co-creators and contributed to add value to 

BBC through their political and emotional attachments to the broadcasting company. 
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Meanwhile, this advantageous and organic publicity emphasised BBC’s own values and made 

BBC’s case stronger.    

 

4.1.1 Twitter as Channel 

Twitter just celebrated its 10 years anniversary and currently has 320 million monthly users 

worldwide (Twitter, 2016a). The social media allows users to communicate with friends, 

families and public figures through the exchange of quick frequent messages. The updates 

which are posted on the user’s profile and shared with her followers are called ‘Tweets’ and 

may contain up to 140 characters of text and links, photos and videos (Twitter, 2016c). The 

limited amount of characters has encouraged the less formal use of abbreviations and 

hashtags. Hashtags are symbolised by ‘#’ followed by a brief text and used to mark keywords 

or topics in a Tweet. They can further be used to communicate messages quickly without 

using long sentences to describe what the user wants to communicate. The trend was invented 

by Twitter users as a way to categorise content and thus make it easier to find through a 

search engine (Twitter, 2016b). The trend was soon applied to other social media platforms 

e.g. Facebook and Instagram. The use of hashtags has further contributed to establish 

communities e.g. #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories, where users connect and interact by 

using certain hashtags. 

Twitter is very much the vitalisation of Hennig-Thurau et al.’s (2010) pinball 

framework in which Tweets act as balls in a comprehensive pinball game impacted by 

different objects that directs it in different directions. New media have given the public power 

to influence political debates by liking, sharing, tagging and contributing with content on 

social media rather than just being passive receivers (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2010; Lusch, 

Vargo, & O’Brien, 2007). The same is applicable when it comes to branding. It has made the 

flow of brand information multidirectional, interconnected, and difficult to predict (Hennig-

Thurau et al., 2010). In this way “the reader contributes to the production of meaning by 

adding their experiences and applying their interpretive competencies” (Scolari, 2008: 

p.172). The way in which the individual attaches meanings is highly impacted by her cultural 

framework, which determines how we interpret things, how we act in certain situations, and 

what we value in life (Trompenaars, 1993). Meanings are further co-created in the social 

scenes, we behave in, and are a shared system of meanings, which we create and collectively 

decide on through interacting with our peers (Lusch et al., 2007). 
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4.1.2 Motivation for Sharing  

What content the individual decides to share differs greatly, nonetheless, Berger & Milkman 

(2012) have determined a common factor, which makes people share on social media. Their 

findings imply that individuals are more likely to share content, when it evokes a drastically 

emotional change. A distinction is made between high arousal emotions (e.g. awe, anger, 

anxiety, happiness) and low arousal emotions (e.g. sadness, shame) and it is argued that 

transmission is more likely to happen, when the content evokes high arousal or high intensity 

emotions than low arousal emotions (Berger & Milkman, 2012). Reactions can not 

necessarily be foreseen, since emotions are related to the meaning-creation process described 

in chapter 3 and hence highly subjective. What may evoke high arousal emotions at one 

individual may not necessarily evoke any particular emotions at another individual. Therefore 

it is important to enhance that people are likely to have different motivations for sharing the 

#BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories hashtags. A clear pattern is seen in the BBC 2015 case. 

Both shitstorms and lovestorms materialised after the press release made by John 

Whittingdale and Tony Hall in which they stated an agreement to place the burden of free 

licence fees on BBC for the over-75s (Rawlinson, 2015). Whittingdale stated to the Guardian 

shortly after the press release:  

 

“BBC is a world-class broadcaster and a cultural institution producing some of 

the best television and radio in the world. However, as a publicly funded 

institution, it also needs to make savings and contribute to what we need to do to 

get our country’s finances in order. 

 

We are all content that it delivers our objective of helping to reduce the deficit 

whilst at the same time giving BBC some of the guarantees they need about their 

future financing and the system by which the licence fee is raised.” (Martinson 

& Plunkett, 2015) 

 

The agreement basically allowed BBC to increase the license fee with the rate of inflation, 

and BBC agreed in return to pay plus £600 million in annual cost to cover the expenses of 

providing free TV licences for people over 75 (Martinson & Plunkett, 2015). Whittingdale 
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had previously promised to consult the House of Commons about changes to BBC’s funding, 

which caused former Secretary of State, Ben Bradshaw to criticise the deal:  

 

“He has broken that promise today and I’m extremely disappointed. [...] You 

[red. Whittingdale] have succeeded in making BBC a branch office for the 

Department for Work and Pensions. This is a significant assault on BBC 

independence.” (Martinson & Plunkett, 2015) 

 

Apart from the press release, the Charter Review Public Consultation was released shortly 

after and furthermore became a triggering factor for shitstorms as well as lovestorms. In the 

following I use Kozinets’ (2002) distinction between insiders, devotees, tourists and minglers 

(Berger & Milkman, 2012; Kozinets, 2002; Langer & Beckman, 2005) in order to investigate 

what motivations and reactions Whittingdale’s press release and the Charter Review 

encouraged to investigate why the announcement experienced such a great interest. 

 

4.1.2.1 Community Members 

Kozinets (2010) writes, “Online communities form or manifest cultures, the learned beliefs, 

values and customs that serve to order, guide and direct the behavior of a particular society 

or group” (Kozinets, 2010: p.12). Communities are characterised as a group of people who 

either share common interests, live in the same area, belong to the same ethnic group or 

religion, share the same profession etc. Communities exist offline and online, but new media 

have made it easier for individuals to meet and connect online with like-minded people 

(Kozinets, 2002). Online forums differ a lot from offline forums because the sender is not 

physically present (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Langer & Beckman, 2005). Therefore a high 

level of honesty is practised on social media, and has among others led to shitstorms and 

lovestorms (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Langer & Beckman, 2005). These social media storms 

derive from high arousal emotions and can either last for a short or long period of time e.g. a 

day or continue to rage for months. The controversy about BBC caused both shitstorms e.g. 

#BackTheBBC and #GreatBBC, where politicians and the Government are subjected to 

critique; and lovestorms e.g. #BBCmemories where a more loving and praising approach was 

applied. It is interesting to note that the hashtag categorisation makes a clear distinction 

between community sub-groups which is an example of linguistic categorisation. 
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 Even though community members share common grounds, different roles apply 

within the community. Kozinets (2002) distinctions between tourists, minglers, devotees and 

insiders (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Langer & Beckman, 2005). 

 

The first community member is the insider. Insiders are, together with devotees, in many 

ways the most dedicated group members and hence have strong social ties to the community 

(Kozinets, 2002). The strong bonds are related to their high interest and sympathy for the 

group’s overall activity (Kozinets, 2002; Langer & Beckman, 2005). They are often 

predecessors and try to influence or even change their network’s attitude with the content they 

decide to share or create and are highly committed to the cause. Insiders are primarily driven 

by emotions such as distrust in the Government and the aim for justice, but are likewise 

motivated by taking on the role as victim or the people’s advocate. In BBC community, the 

insider is reflected through opinionated posts e.g. from #BackTheBBC: 
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(#BackTheBBC hashtag, July 2015 - May 2016) 

 

From a linguistic standpoint, a harsher and negatively loaded language is used to state the 

insider’s opinion e.g. ‘diminish’, ‘death’ and ‘destroy’; and further reflects his knowledge of 

BBC’s activities and the politics behind it. This community strongly encourages in-group 

favouritism and out-group differentiation based on the identity negotiation theory, as they 

create a clear boundary between the Government as the “bad guys” and the British as the 

victims. It goes under the category ‘shitstorm’, as the content is primarily negative and with 

the aim to portray the other party in a negative way. The second Tweet stating: “I would have 

thought the Gov’t would recognise the need for a strong BBC right now” emphasises and 

implies that British identity is being threatened by outer forces, and this particular insider 

believes it is vital to stick together during such turbulent times. Another important standpoint 

these Tweets illustrate is the fear of BBC being ‘destroyed’, ‘distorted’ or ‘diminished’ – 

either by the Government, politicians or Murdock in particular. This is a general theme in the 

#BackTheBBC community and enhances the high arousal emotions fear and anger as 

insiders’ main motivations for sharing the campaign. The shitstorm had its heydays in July 

2015 but continues to circulate on Twitter in May 2016. 
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As already mentioned, the next type of community member, the devotee, is 

likewise considered as a highly dedicated community member (Kozinets, 2002). Unlike the 

insider, devotees are lacking the social ties to the group itself (Kozinets, 2002; Langer & 

Beckman, 2005). Devotees are those community members, who normally do not participate in 

and campaign for BBC activities, but once encountered with the campaign are committed to 

this particular cause, because it appeals to their emotions in a certain way (Kozinets, 2002). 

To the devotee, it may for example be emotions of nostalgia and sadness, which urges him to 

share. Therefore, the tourists are highly seen in the #BBCmemories sub-group, where a less 

political and more emotional approach is applied. The #BBCmemories hashtag was initiated 

by the British author J.K. Rowling, who with more than 7 million Twitter followers (as of 4 

April 2016) made the hashtag go viral in July 2015. The hashtag encouraged followers to 

express their favourite BBC TV shows and moments. Shortly after, the hashtag was no longer 

actively used: 

 

 

 

 

 

(#BBCmemories hashtag, July - August 2015) 
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This community’s focus is clearly different from the insiders. It brands BBC as a rallying 

point for families, the nation and even the world, and it goes under the term ‘lovestorm’. It 

further emphasises BBC’s core values of being a reliable source to educational, entertaining 

and informing content. Since J.K. Rowling was the one to start and encourage the hashtag 

#BBCmemories, one should note that she has a large number of fans, who might only engage 

in the campaign because she initiated it. Therefore a large number of foreigners are popping 

up in this particular community, which might additional provide a different view than the 

British. 

This leads me to the third community member: the tourist. Tourists lack social 

ties to the community, do not seek community engagement and maintain superficial or with a 

passing interest in the campaign (Kozinets, 2002). Tourists are likely to re-Tweet or share 

posts to show support and solidarity but do not engage in other meaning-creating activities. In 

the BBC communities, this is often expressed through generic Tweets as the examples below 

indicate: 

 

 

 

 

(#BackTheBBC hashtag, July 2015 - May 2016) 

 

This is the type of Tweets that are not moderated when shared. Therefore when scouting 

through the hundreds of Tweets, they appear numerous times. The tourist does not feel the 

need to add his personal opinion or values to the debate like the insider, but wants to make his 

support known in a subtle way. The contribution can still be argued to contribute to the 

shitstorm, even though the content is less opinionated. Furthermore, it contributes to the 
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meaning-creation process to a certain degree, because the message itself is shared and reaches 

a broader audience. 

The last community members are the minglers. Minglers maintain strong social ties with the 

group and are willing to engage with the brand community over time. They remain 

perfunctorily interested in the current activity surrounding the BBC debate (Kozinets, 2002). 

This type of community members are unlikely to take part in the meaning-creation process on 

Twitter and thus unlikely to share or contribute to this particular debate, but may very well 

take on an insider role in a different debate. 

 

4.2 Responses Derived from Twitter Communities 

Apart from private people expressing and sharing their views on Twitter, a large group of 

prominent British public figures also participated in the debate. Public people and celebrities 

all have their own unique brands and often large groups of fans or supporters, who look up to 

them and are willing to listen and support their views. Adding this to a political debate can be 

a powerful mixture since they have the power to influence and impact a large group of people, 

also people that would normally not be supportive. Meanwhile, many of the prominent figures 

were actors, producers and the like, who have stakes in BBC and are biased, as any major 

changes to BBC might jeopardise their future career opportunities.  

In the following section, I analyse two initiatives which included prominent 

British figures, and indentify, what their motivations were. 

 

4.2.1 Letter to David Cameron 

A range of public figures took the Twitter debate to a new level when they in early July 2015 

wrote a letter to David Cameron (Appendix D) in order to express their concerns about BBC’s 

cuts. The concerns originated from the previously mentioned press release made by John 

Whittingdale, in which he announced an agreement to place the burden of free licence fees on 

BBC for the over-75s (Rawlinson, 2015).  The letter was received just before the opening of 

the Charter Review Public Consultation and aimed to influence the Government’s upcoming 

negotiations over the renewal of the broadcaster’s Royal Charter in December 2016. Shortly 

after receiving the letter, a spokesman for the Prime Minister declared:  
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“We received the letter [on Tuesday] and will respond in due course. The Green 

Paper launching the Charter Review process will be published tomorrow and 

includes a consultation over the summer which will give everyone a chance to 

make their arguments and share their views. As the Culture Secretary [John 

Whittingdale] said in the House [of Commons] last week, BBC does have many 

outstanding qualities and it is the intention that the Charter Review process will 

endeavour to strengthen these, not weaken them.”(Rawlinson, 2015) 

 

According to Fairclough (2001) language is seen as a discourse and supports the social 

constructivist claim that language is used as a meaning-creating tool in the interaction 

process. Language is a socially conditioned process and can therefore change social 

relationships (Fairclough, 2001).  Discourse analysis is then a textual analysis used to unlock 

“the relationship between texts, processes, and their social conditions, both the immediate 

conditions of the situational context and the more remote conditions of institutional and 

social structures” (Fairclough, 2001: p.21).  Fairclough’s (2001) critical discourse analysis 

(CDA) can be distinguished in three parts 1) description, 2) interpretation and 3) explanation 

and investigate the text, the interaction in which the text is produced and interpreted, and the 

context and social conditions in which the text is produced and interpreted (Appendix E) 

(Fairclough, 2001). 

In the following section, I analyse the ‘Letter to David Cameron’ using each of 

the levels but in order, for the receiver to understand and interpret the letter in the way 

intended by the senders, the following presuppositions are needed: 1) John Whittingdale has 

reached an agreement with Tony Hall to place the burden of free licence fees on BBC for the 

over-75s; and 2) BBC’s Charter Review is coming up shortly and may have a huge influence 

on BBC’s future. The initial aim of the letter might furthermore have been to inform the 

Parliament of the senders’ opinion. However, it also served as an influencing factor and might 

have impacted the public people’s opinion, when it was published in the Guardian. 

 

4.2.1.1 The relationship between text and interaction 

When analysing a text, a distinction is made between the process of production and the 

process of interpretation (Fairclough, 2001). The interaction is as process because it takes 
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place when the text is handed over from the sender to the receiver (Fairclough, 2001). In the 

following I identify the aspects of the text which may be impacted by this. 

The text opens with ‘Dear Prime Minister’ and closes with ‘Yours sincerely’ 

which indicate that it is within the letter genre. It also signifies a high level of formality and a 

power distance between the sender and receiver. The use of ‘Prime Minister’ rather than ‘Mr 

Cameron’ or ‘David’ further implies that it is an official letter addressing David Cameron’s 

political persona and the responsibility which lies behind it, rather than him as a private 

person. It further emphasises the cultural discourse, since a high level of formality is 

characteristic for United Kingdom. 

To unite the writers of the letter, a comprehensive use of personal pronouns occurs e.g. “We 

are writing [...]” and “In our view [...]”. Personal pronouns are also used to include the 

receiver in a “we the British” e.g. “BBC is at the heart of this as the global showcase for our 

creative industries,” and further emphasised by a pathos reference “BBC is trusted and loved 

at home […]”. This is done to stress a relationship with the receiver in which the writers 

imply that they are “one of them”. If the letter however is read by a receiver who does not 

consider himself British, this might have the opposite effect and create a distance and 

perception gap between the sender and receiver. The letter is addressed to David Cameron and 

implicitly the British Parliament and I assume that these do consider themselves British to 

some degree. As described in chapter 3 this may differ whether the civic or ethnic identity are 

valued the highest, but having some kind of relationship to ‘being British’ provides a 

consistent cultural frame of reference. Here, it is also relevant to mention that the sender 

shares the same reference frame since they are also British. 

Primary modal verbs such as ‘should’, ‘would’ and ‘will’ are used to emphasise 

the message of the letter.  The deontic modal verb ‘should’ is used to stress 

obligation/desirability and is meaning-creating and enhances the sender’s opinion. The 

epistemic modal verb ‘would’ is conditional and hence emphasises likelihood/possibility i.e. 

what is likely to happen in the future if BBC’s independence is diminished. Lastly, ‘will’ 

indicates future actions the writers ought to take: ”[…] we will continue to make the case for a 

strong BBC at the centre of British life and will be vocal in making the case for BBC […]” 

(Helder, 2011). The credibility of these future promises relies on the receivers’ acquaintance 

with the senders. Without the cultural understanding of their social status and power, their 

ethos stands rather weak.   
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The sender’s opinion is further enhanced through the words used to describe the possible 

reform e.g. “nothing should be done to diminish BBC or turn it into a narrowly focused 

market-failure broadcaster”. ‘Diminish’, ‘narrowly focused’ and ‘market-failure’ all have 

negative connotations and frame the reform in a negative light. In contrast, words with 

positive connotations are used to describe BBC e.g. ‘precious’, ‘creative force’, ‘global 

showcase’ and ‘trusted and loved’, which once again emphasise the letters’ extensive use of 

the pathos appeal form to evoke certain emotions. If the receiver already has positive 

connotations to BBC as the analysis of the Twitter communities suggests, they are more likely 

to adopt this view. It is however interesting to note that the letter does not take advantage of 

the logos appeal from which seeks to persuade the receiver by presenting facts to establish 

credibility. 

The letter draws on appeal forms, which help establish, re-establish or 

strengthen the sender’s credibility in order to make the receiver trust his message (Helder, 

2011). In general, the sender’s ethos is strong throughout the letter. Ethos is connected to the 

credibility and trustworthiness of the sender. Having numerous of prominent public characters 

which each carry a strong personal brand, increase the message’s credibility, because the 

receiver is likely to have established certain associations with their personal brand at a 

previous point. They represent the top of the British entertainment society – and their brands 

are not merely impacted by integrity, but also by their national origin.  

Speech acts contribute to emphasise this, and at several occasions, expressive are found to 

emphasise the sender’s attitude and emotions (Helder, 2011): 

 

 “We are writing to place […] our concern […]” 

“In our view, a diminished BBC would simply mean a diminished Britain.” 

“BBC is a very precious institution. Like all organisations, it has its faults but it 

is overwhelmingly a creative force for good.” 

“BBC is at the heart of this as the global showcase for our creative industries. 

BBC is trusted and loved at home by British audiences and is the envy of the 

world abroad.” (Appendix D) 
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Here, it is especially interesting to take a look at the second example “In our view, a 

diminished BBC would simply mean a diminished Britain,” (Appendix D) as this has been a 

reoccurring opinion in the diverse campaigns including those on Twitter. In my discussion I 

discuss this further, but what does the claim actually entails? It entails the prior assumptions 

that 1) placing the burden of free licence fees on BBC for the over-75s is jeopardising the 

credibility and integrity of BBC; and 2) BBC is an essential building block of Britain and 

British identity. Hence the agreement is threatening and diminishing not only BBC but all of 

the United Kingdom. At the final remarks, commissives, which commit the sender to a future 

course of action, appear (Helder, 2011):  

 

“During the course of the charter, we will continue to make the case for a 

strong BBC at the centre of British life and will be vocal in making the case for 

BBC as it approaches its centenary.”(Appendix D) 

 

Again credibility and power play a vital role, and if the sender gains the receiver’s trust, 

commissives can be a strong mean. Since the sender has a high level of ethos, it is a powerful 

statement, and assures the sender that these actions will be taken.  

 

4.2.1.2 The Relationship Between Interaction and Social Context 

When analysing a text, a distinction is further made between the social conditions of 

production and the social conditions of interpretation (Fairclough, 2001). This is done to 

distinguish between the senders’ intended interpretation of the text and the receivers’ actually 

interpretation of the text (Fairclough, 2001). As with social constructivism, the way a text is 

interpreted highly relies on the situational context – the sender and receiver are therefore 

likely to interpret the text differently. It is relevant to look at this aspect, as the letter seeks to 

influence the Parliament’s opinion – whether it is successful or not therefore highly relies on 

the senders’ ability to convey their message accurately. The senders have been receiver-

oriented through the production of the text and was intended for politicians and adapted and 

carried out to emphasise this fact. Therefore, the receivers are likely to interpret the text 

accordingly. 

After the publication of the letter in the Guardian (Rawlinson, 2015), 

speculations began to spread. Rumours that BBC Executives had initiated the letter and asked 
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prominent public figures to sign the letter started to form and might have decreased the 

letter’s credibility (Jackson, 2015). But the public figures did sign the letter as they agreed 

with the content, so the influence they might have had on the public opinion can be assumed 

still to be a reality, even though the letter might have been formed under less ethical 

circumstances (Rawlinson, 2015). 

 

4.2.2 The #GreatBBC Campaign 

The Letter to David Cameron was however not the only initiative which had a long list of 

prominent public figures. In September 2015, an independent grassroots campaign was 

launched to support BBC and to fight against Government cuts. The campaign aims to 

reinforce that BBC is 1) Britain’s voice, 2) informative, educational and entertaining, 3) 

empowering, 4) independent, 5) showcase Britain and 6) at the forefront (Great_BBC, 

2015d). The campaign emphasises humour, references to BBC programmes and nostalgia, 

and can be found on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and through their campaign website 

‘site.greatbbc.com’. The campaign Tweets contributed to the shitstorm and emphasised the 

perception of BBC as a national institution as well as expressed an overall distrust in 

politicians e.g. 

 

“We want a great BBC not a smaller one!” (Great_BBC, 2015f) 

“B-B-C. B-B-C. As-British-as-a-cup-of-tea” (Great_BBC, 2015a) 

“There’s a reason 97 per cent of the British population use the #GreatBBC each week” 

(Great_BBC, 2015e) 

“The Government is backing BBC into a corner” (Great_BBC, 2015c) 

“If it doesn't have the support of the public, BBC is lost.” (Great_BBC, 2015b) 

 

The 7 February 2015, the Great BBC Campaign took the campaign to a new level when they 

launched a campaign video featuring numerous prominent British actors and people from the 

film and broadcasting industry. Under the banner slogan ‘Don’t let BBC become a memory. 

Fight for it,’ they expressed their concerns about the Government’s cuts, which they fear will 

influence the quality of BBC’s content (Thorpe, 2016). The hashtag #GreatBBC was mainly 

used by Twitter users to re-Tweet and share the campaign rather than comment on it, and 
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generic Tweets like the examples below, imply that most community members were tourists 

with superficial interest in the campaign: 

 

 

 

(#GreatBBC hashtag, 2016) 

 

In the following section, I analyse the receivers’ first meeting with the #GreatBBC campaign 

video and identify receivers’ immediate interpretation of the campaign using Scolari’s (2008) 

semiotic perspective (Scolari, 2008). 

 

4.2.2.1 The Visuals  

From the discursive level, which deals with the visual outlook (Scolari, 2008), we see the 

campaign logo, a question appearing on an old television screen, a series of interviews with 

prominent people from the broadcasting industry and a selection of old clips from BBC 

programmes. The interviewees are filmed using at medium shot from the waist and up, and 

they use body language to express themselves. The body language is expressed through 

smiles, looking away from the camera when trying to remember something and hand gestures. 

As with the body language, the vocal cues are emotional e.g. the tone of voice. 

As Joly (1999) states, the underlying values of a campaign are often expressed 

through the frame, point of view, colours, sizes etc. (Scolari, 2008). It is especially interesting 
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to note how the pictures’ combination of a modern interview style is compounded with old 

video clips. It contributes to the idea of bygone times through flashbacks and emphasises the 

nostalgic feeling. 

 

4.2.2.2 The Story  

The second semio-narrative level, deals with the actual story (Scolari, 2008). Here, the 

campaign aims to tell a story by drawing on elements which receivers relate to and which 

already have a certain meaning to them e.g. references to old BBC programmes. The 

interviews are based on the interviewees’ memories of BBC and how BBC contributed to 

their breakthrough in the entertainment business. Combined with the interviewees’ strong 

emotional tone of voice and body language e.g. getting a flashback and starting to smile, it is 

bolstering a nostalgic feeling. 

 

4.2.2.3 The Values  

The last semiotic level is the deep level and deals with the underlying values of the brand 

(Scolari, 2008). The prominent British interviewees, who in many ways are the 

personalisation of what BBC stands for, carry strong personal brands which reinforce the 

campaign’s overall branding of BBC. A brand is according to Scolari (2008) defined as “a 

semiotic device able to produce a discourse, give it meaning, and communicate this to the 

addressees […] the brand proposes a series of values and the consumers accept (or not)” 

(Scolari, 2008: p.170). Hence, one may argue that each interviewee contributes to create 

positive associations – an ‘interpretive contract’ - which encourages the receiver to perceive 

the brand in a particular way (Scolari, 2008). This unspoken contract may either be impacted 

by positive or negative publicity. Whenever an organisation communicates something, they 

naturally emphasise values, which make them look good, and here the grassroots organisation 

aims at portraying BBC in a positive light. A degree of political agenda is also seen, as 

several of the interviewees mention the possible cuts of BBC - and do so critically. National 

sentiments are also a central topic. Actor and producer Steve Coogan says: 

 

“It’s not about the market; it’s about public philanthropy and serving the 

nation for its own sake” (Curtis, 2016: time 7.45-7.58). 
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“We’re all sharing something which is a national voice and [...] national 

consciousness” Danny Boyle, director and producer, elaborates (Curtis, 2016: 

time 8.25-9.10). 

 

The campaign emphasises national pride, vulnerability and nostalgia, and appeals strongly to 

the receiver’s emotions. BBC being a national and valued organisation means that receivers 

are likely to have established similar assumptions and memories as the interviewees. 

Therefore, the receiver is more likely to identify with and adopt the view of the campaign, 

because it is in alignment with BBC’s overall brand. 

 

4.2.3 Other Responses 

In addition to the communities analysed above, other initiatives such as demonstrations 

outside the BBC headquarters in London and petitions were initiated and contributed to the 

co-creation of meaning in the debate. Even though the various initiatives had different focus 

areas, they all had the same overall aim: to prevent BBC from being diminished. In the 

upcoming section, I will briefly provide an overview of other communities and campaigns 

derived from the Twitter communities.  

 

4.2.3.1 Love It or Lose It Campaign 

Equity, a trade union for professional performers and creative practitioners in the United 

Kingdom, initiated another BBC campaign called ‘Love It or Lose It’ in September 2015 

(Equity, 2016). The campaign was in opposition to the newly agreed arrangement, which 

placed the burden of free licence fees on BBC for the over-75s. Instead it supported the 

existing license fee of 40 pence a day and received among others support from the Labour 

party (Equity, 2015). 

With the campaign, a ‘Love It or Lose It’ postcard was distributed in the Equity 

magazine and in a printable version online (Equity, 2015). It allowed people to make their 

opinion known by signing and sending the postcard to their local Members of Parliament 

(MP). By signing, the sender agreed that he wanted 1) a national broadcaster, 2) a modern 

broadcaster, 3) a universal broadcaster, 4) a trusted broadcaster, 5) a quality broadcaster and 

6) a responsible broadcaster. The campaign is a physical “shitstorm”, as the intention was that 

stacks of postcards would create a mailbox overflow for local Members of Parliament and 
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draw attention to the disapproval of the Government’s interference. The campaign further 

encouraged people to share a picture of themselves and the postcard before posting it (Equity, 

2015). This encouraged a community to form through social media especially on Twitter 

through the #BackTheBBC hashtag, where the debate was already being addressed. 

Addressing politicians all over the country sends a strong message and 

emphasised the outcries on Twitter. The campaign addressed all walks of life in the United 

Kingdom as everyone had the opportunity to participate and make their opinion known at a 

low cost – both financially and in terms of effort. The postcard (as shown below) merely 

needed a signature, the signing party’s address and the address and name of the local Member 

of Parliament. It further allowed those unlikely to participate in a demonstration to make their 

opinions known directly to the politicians. 

 

(#BackTheBBC hashtag, July 2015 - May 2016) 
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4.2.3.2 The Alternative White Paper 

On the 15 March 2016, the Federation of Entertainment Unions (FEU) launched an 

‘Alternative White Paper’ as a response in reaction to the Government’s publication of the 

Charter Review Public Consultation: Summary of Responses results (The Federation of 

Entertainment Unions, 2016). After the publication of the results the FEU continued to fear 

that the White Paper due in the end of 2016 will threaten BBC’s independence. To express 

this concern and propose an alternative, an Alternative White Paper was proposed. The 

Alternative White Paper aims to influence the Government’s upcoming White Paper by 

addressing issues such as the funding cuts as a result to the license fee for over 75s; and 

proposing diverse reforms to better BBC. In the reforms, it is made clear that BBC should 

maintain independent and seek to reflect the diversity of the British population, nations and 

nations (The Writers' Guild of Great Britain, 2016). 

 The Alternative White Paper differs from the other initiatives, because it 

proposes a range of alternative solutions in how to handle BBC’s operations in the future. 

Other initiatives remain critical, but do not propose specific ways to secure BBC’s 

independence like the Alternative White Paper. Furthermore The Alternative White Paper is 

backed by the Federation of Entertainment Unions – an organisation with a high level of 

credibility and integrity. The Government are more likely to seriously consider these 

proposals due to this fact. 

 

4.2.3.3 38 Degrees Petition 

In the second half of 2015, the 38 Degrees community set up a petition with the heading 

‘Protect Our BBC’, in which people were encouraged through Tweets, Facebook posts etc. to 

sign a petition and urge David Cameron to protect BBC. By signing, one stated his support for 

an independently funded BBC free from political interference and avoiding that the resources 

are cut, so BBC can continue to provide high-quality and varied content (38degrees.org.uk, 

2015). Many of the above mentioned communities and initiatives signed and supported the 38 

Degrees Petition and it currently holds 385,939 (as of 2 May 2016) signatures in total. 38 

Degrees is a community of millions of ordinary people who live all across the UK 

(38degrees.org.uk, 2016) and as the Twitter communities seeks to establish a community for 

people who share the same views. 
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4.3 Sub-conclusion 

In this chapter, I investigated the relationship between identity formation and BBC. My initial 

analysis suggested that BBC’s status as a national institution has allowed the broadcasting 

company air time and the role to convey content, which have reinforced British identity. 

When digging into the Twitter communities concerned with BBC debate, I discovered that all 

of Kozinets (2002) communities are present; however, motivations for engaging in the debate 

differ between the communities. They all have in common to engage in the debate and share 

content due to high arousal emotions, but whether the emotions are anger, injustice or 

nostalgia etc. differ. Overall, the insiders dominate the debate with political and critical 

agendas while devotees are adding value to the BBC brand by emphasising its ability to unite 

the nation. Additionally, tourists are taking part in the meaning-creation process by 

contributing to make the message go viral. 

 I determined that both shitstorms and lovestorms are present in the Twitter 

communities, additionally, they can be linguistically categorised by their hashtags e.g. 

#BackTheBBC is the dominant player in the shitstorm; while #BBCmemories dominates the 

lovestorm. Prominent public figures further took part in the debate through different 

campaigns and by virtue of their personal brand, influenced and impacted the public opinion. 

Common for all the campaigns was the emphasis on BBC as a national, beloved institution – 

a victim – and the Government and politicians as the destroying, diminishing force which 

sought to harm BBC. 
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Chapter 5  

 

Is Diminishing BBC also Diminishing 

Britain? 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the thesis, the big question is: Is diminishing BBC also diminishing Britain? In 

the last section of my thesis, I compare and discuss my findings with the BBC Charter 

Review Public Consultation: Summary of Responses to determine the public opinion and in 

the end provide a prospect of what Britain might look like if BBC is privatised or subject to 

cuts. 

 

5.1 Comparison with the BBC Charter Review Public Consultation: 

Summary of Responses    

Comparing the Twitter communities and the BBC Charter Review Consultation: Summary of 

Responses (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016) in general, similar patterns are seen 

as the public’s engagement and actions happened simultaneously and reflect the British’ 

attitude at that particular time. Both experienced a sudden interest, which for the Twitter 

communities meant shitstorms and lovestorms taking place; while the Charter Review instead 

recognised a significantly higher response rate in 2015 than at previous consultations. This 

indicated the public interest in BBC’s future operations. On the questions concerning BBC’s 

mission, purpose and values in the Charter Review, the responses further showed that 95 per 

cent of the respondents did not think BBC’s overall purpose needed to be changed, expanded 

or contracted (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). Considering that some 70 per 

cent of the British population sees BBC as key in defining the United Kingdom (Young, 

2014; Philipson, 2014), it can be related to the mission, purpose and values, which are the 
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foundation of BBC. Hence this may be the most important question of the Charter Review 

Public Consultation, since BBC’s core British agenda with regards to mission, vision and 

values – are likely to be the reason for a great part of the British population to attach part of 

their national identity to BBC. If this is compared to BBC’s values as a separate unit, only 3 

per cent of the responses indicated a view on this topic. A little less than 2 per cent stated that 

BBC already got a great set of values, while the remaining 1 per cent indicated that the values 

needed to be enforced more (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). This suggests 

that the public is mostly concerned about BBC’s overall purposes. 

Consequently, independence from the Government or other bodies appears to be on top of the 

public’s agenda. In the Twitter communities, independence were widely favoured, especially 

in the #BackTheBBC community, where the Government and politicians were portrayed as 

destroying forces to BBC’s independence. Privatisation, Government interference and 

dependence were further equalled with diminishing BBC. The Charter Review backs this 

opinion, as 20.7 per cent indicated a wish for BBC to remain independent, 72.8 percent stated 

a wish to be independent from the Government, Parliament and Ofcom, while only 2.3 per 

cent wanted to abolish BBC altogether (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). This 

opinion suggests that the British see fulfilling BBC’s purpose and being dependent on another 

party as conflicting. Viacom International Media Networks (VIMN), a competing 

broadcasting company including brands like MTV and Nickelodeon (Viacom.com, 2016), 

agrees that:  

 

“The independence of BBC is central to its role and purpose. As such, it should 

not be treated as if it was a Government department.”  

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.33-34) 

 

If BBC is privatised, the new body may seek to please stakeholders, viewers or even invite in 

advertisements. This may jeopardise BBC’s credibility, as content is likely to be produced 

based on revenues rather than content with the aim to inform, entertain and educate. Three-

fifths of respondents therefore indicated that no changes to how BBC is paid for are required, 

while 15 per cent felt that a licence reform would be an advantageous step. Others suggested 

Universal Household Levy (4 per cent), full subscription funding (3 per cent), a combination 
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between subscription and public funding (2 per cent) or funding through advertisements (1 per 

cent) (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016): 

 

“I believe BBC should continue to be funded the way it is, ensuring that an 

advertising free, non-biased service is available to all at a fair cost.” 

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.23) 

 

Along with economic independence, 15 per cent of the respondents further indicated a view 

about how current models of governance and regulation for BBC should be reformed. A 

regulation where BBC is regulated by a single external regulator was indicated as the 

favourable reform. 4 per cent emphasised Ofcom, which is already involved in BBC’s 

operations, in this role, while 3 per cent wished for a different reform. Broadcasting 

Entertainment Cinematograph and Theatre Union (BECTU), the UK's media and 

entertainment trade union (bectu.org.uk, 2016), for example argued (Department for Culture 

Media & Sport, 2016):  

 

“[We] have reservations about Ofcom being appointed as the final regulator. Its 

roots are in the commercial broadcasting sector, although there has long been 

an overlap with public sector broadcasting, and we would be concerned about 

its ability to properly reflect the views of Licence payers, and the national and 

regional interests of UK citizens who use BBC services.”  

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.30) 

 

65.9 per cent furthermore expressed in the Charter Review that BBC has a positive impact on 

the market, while only 3.3 per cent thought BBC has a negative impact. The distinctiveness 

which 74.2 per cent of the British believe BBC to have, is a result of its independence from 

market forces; and the British thus fear that BBC will lose a central competitive advantage, if 

a privatisation should become reality (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016). 

While privatisation of BBC does not have a well repute among the British, 

expansion on the other hand does. Despite some discontent, 68 per cent supported the 

expansion of BBC’s services, while 6 per cent did not think it was justified. Moreover, 15 per 

cent indicated that the expansion did not outdo competitors, while only 4 per cent believed it 
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gave BBC an advantage in comparison to competitors (Department for Culture Media & 

Sport, 2016): 

 

“I think it’s vital to have that range of choice and alternatives to commercial 

media.” (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.11) 

 

Here, the numbers are somewhat contradicting, as the British indicate that expansion is 

necessary, and the expansion would not contribute to reinforce BBC’s competitive advantage. 

Unfortunately, the Charter Review does not include a ‘why is an expansion necessary?’ 

question. It could have given an explanation to what their motivation is. It could possibly 

have its roots in the British imperialism philosophy ‘bigger is better’ and the idea that it 

equals more power. I think it is fair to assume that the high demand for expansion function as 

a counterproposal, and rather is an expression for the public’s resistance to a privatisation and 

cuts. An expansion signifies the opposite of cuts and emphasises the need to prioritise funding 

in the future – maybe in the hope of influencing the decision-making about BBC’s future.  

This supports the argument that the large amount of respondents to the Charter 

Review, as well as the activity on Twitter was an outcry and a symbolic way to declare ‘we 

want to be heard’. Judging by the public reaction and activities the weeks after John 

Whittingdale’s press release, the agreement which had been made without the British’ consent 

had evoked feelings of insecurity and betrayal due to broken promises. Through the Twitter 

communities and by expressing their views in the Charter Review, a change in identity 

consciousness had happened. The nations felt threatened by a common “enemy”, which 

caused the group dynamics to change and the former divided groups to unite. Despite having 

divided the British into national divisions, it can be argued that the broadcasting company had 

retained common national rallying points, which kept its purpose intact and enabled the 

nations to find common grounds. This core of BBC is likely to be the reason why some 70 per 

cent of the British perceive BBC as important to their national identity (Young, 2014; 

Philipson, 2014), and can hence be related to its ability to be universal. In the Charter Review, 

35 per cent indicated that BBC should provide all types of content and meet the needs of all 

audiences; cover unifying events such as the Proms, Royal weddings and elections; and − be 

available and accessible on all platforms and devices, free at the point of use. 41 per cent on 

the other hand indicated that the most important aspect of universality was to provide all types 
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of content to meet different needs of their audiences (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 

2016): 

 

”It is extremely important to me that BBC retains its scope and diversity in 

programming to serve the widest possible audience - from CBeebies to Question 

Time.”  

(Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.8) 

 

BBC Trust and BBC Executive further emphasised that “‘something for everyone’ is not the 

same as doing everything” (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.9). This belief 

may have relation to the critique of BBC being London-centric rather than representing all 

British communities including national and regional interests. While 66 per cent indicated that 

BBC helps raise the market standard, is a pioneer and helps bolster British talent, 3 per cent 

felt that BBC to some extent diminished local markets (Department for Culture Media & 

Sport, 2016): 

 

“At regional and local level, BBC services may have some negative impact by 

reducing the viability of community services which could offer better models for 

local ownership, accountability and content delivery.” (Department for Culture 

Media & Sport, 2016: p.13). 

 

In the report, BBC Trust further addresses the increasing diversity issue and emphasises that 

“the greater diversity in the UK’s population has created challenges with gaps growing 

between those who are well served and those who are not so well served.” (Department for 

Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.16). BBC Trust underlines how they perceive BBC World 

Services as an alternative for its international audience. BBC Executive backs the Trust and 

agrees that BBC has taken crucial steps towards a more culturally diverse BBC during the last 

Charter. 

The responses highlighted that the service provided by BBC to international audiences is high 

quality and well regarded, but some organisations were concerned about international 

excellence being provided at the expense of UK audiences and licence fee payers: 
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The Welsh Government stated “[t]he BBC must take a more representative 

approach to 18 commissioning and production from and for the nations and 

nations.” (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.17-18). 

  

Moreover, 6 per cent stated that BBC is not serving its audiences well and once again 

enhanced the less focus on certain nations (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016): 

 

“Undoubtedly still issues around representation of areas such as Scotland, 

Northern Ireland, nations of England. Answer to this has to lie in quality, not 

tokenism.” (Department for Culture Media & Sport, 2016: p.15). 

 

These statements support my previous argument of a division between nations in the United 

Kingdom. It also implies that the nations have been able to put their differences aside in the 

Twitter communities in order to gain a mutual voice in the BBC debate. This further indicates 

a shift in identity consciousness, as the nations have had to leave their national identities in 

the background and temporarily identify with their identity as one united nation. As suggested 

previously, the nations only differ in terms of artefacts, dialects and languages, but share a 

common set of values and norms which tie them together. Therefore, it is not surprising that 

81 per cent of the respondents indicate that BBC is serving its audiences well. It further 

emphasises BBC’s ability to carry through a universally British set of values (Department for 

Culture Media & Sport, 2016):  

 

“BBC is freely chosen by UK consumers, in highly competitive markets, with 

well-informed customers and zero switching costs, roughly 160 million times a 

day – far more than any other brand. At least 97% of individuals consume its 

services each week (the figure for households is unknown, but even higher) for 

an average of 18 hours a week. If BBC were not serving its UK audiences well, 

why would they consume its products on this staggering scale, given the amount 

of choice now available?’ Patrick Barwise, Emeritus Professor of Management 

and Marketing, London Business School” (Department for Culture Media & 

Sport, 2016: p.16). 
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‘Bringing the UK to the World’ was further indicated by many organisations as BBC’s central 

role. The organisations asked for more transparency and a clear divide between BBC 

Worldwide, BBC Global News and BBC’s remaining services. 

 

5.2 BBC’s Contribution to the Identity Formation Process 

In the 1920s, BBC was founded (bbc.co.uk, 2016a) and set the frame for British broadcasting 

in many years to come with its mission to inform, educate and entertain. In the early years, 

politicians saw the broadcasting company as a powerful tool and did not trust its influential 

powers in the hands of uncontrolled commercial interests. Competition was absent until 1954, 

and BBC was funded by licences fees through a broadcasting monopoly, which protected the 

company from domestic competition. BBC was accountable to Parliament and managed to 

dominate the industry heavily by its homogenous culture, anti-commercialism opinion and 

public service values (Küng-Shankleman, 2000). 

Küng-Shankleman (2000) describes BBC as ‘part of the British way of life’. 

This perfectly describes BBC’s role as transmitter of national values and a rallying point for 

the United Kingdom (Küng-Shankleman, 2000). Through a diverse selection of content which 

embrace British symbols, artefacts, history and culture, BBC is conveying a British identity. 

Whether the British accept this identity, depends on their ability to identify with the symbols 

used and acknowledge BBC as credible. Considering that BBC creates both national and 

regional content, the broadcasting company has been able to target all four nations in a way so 

each of the nations can identify with the British identity proposed. This identity has been 

rather ignorant to the ‘multicultural Britain’ which includes many other nationalities than 

English, Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish. BBC has often been criticised for being London-

centric or favouring Southern symbols. This choice may be an expression of the tendency to 

favour Oxbridge candidates among the staff (Küng-Shankleman, 2000) – something which 

also becomes visible through the language. Received Pronunciation which is primarily used 

also goes under the nickname “BBC English” and supports this statement. Additionally, the 

use of Southern symbols rather than Northern may be with the intentions to meet foreigners’ 

stereotypical ideas of the United Kingdom; as BBC is providing programmes to foreign 

broadcaster all over the world and international audiences also need a frame of reference 

when watching BBC programmes.  
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Through BBC’s cultural paradigm, Küng-Shankleman (2000) connects the four 

pillars of BBC’s culture. She emphasises how a trade-off has been made with the British – in 

order to receive public funding, BBC has been given the duty to serve the British public and 

provide the best programming possible (Küng-Shankleman, 2000). Everyone has paid for it, 

so everyone should be able to gain something in return. British national identity is hence 

reflected and defined in BBC’s programmes. The licence fee also has a say in BBC’s national 

role because it encourages solidarity. This solidarity has further been emphasised throughout 

history, due to its role during wars and due to being the British market leader for decades 

(Küng-Shankleman, 2000). 

 

5.3 BBC’s Future Impact on British Identity 

First of all, it should be noted that there are no clear signs which indicate that changes of 

content or governing body in BBC will diminish the broadcasting company in the future. But, 

it is interesting to look at the publics’ presuppositions of what will happen. According to 

social constructivism and the identity theories addressed, it is inevitably that the public’s 

reaction and interaction contribute to the meaning-creation process and ultimately determine 

whether a change to BBC will change the United Kingdom as well. 

 Throughout the thesis, I discovered how the BBC brand functions as a 

competitive advantage and how it is backed by an extensive brand history reaching back from 

the 1920s. Therefore it has established certain associations of credibility, independence and 

Britishness through the years. The interaction between Twitter community members and the 

responses to the Charter Review Public Consultation have further affirmed that the meaning-

creation process which establishes a brand, takes place during interaction. In this way “the 

reader contributes to the production of meaning by adding their experiences and applying 

their interpretive competencies” (Scolari, 2008: p.172) in the Twitter communities. Here, the 

BBC brand is both reinforced and strengthened in the message exchanges between 

community members. More importantly, it is through this message exchange of Tweets and 

re-Tweets that the expectations of what will happen if BBC is privatised or experience cuts is 

co-created. Judging by the attitude, the majority sees such a change as negative and even 

diminishing to BBC – but what does that exactly mean? ‘Diminish’ means “to make 

something become smaller or weaker” (Hornby, 2005: p.426), which is exactly what the 

community members’ express a fear of – both in regards to BBC’s regulation, funding and 
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content. If BBC is regulated by a private body, they fear market forces will take over and if 

the funding is cut, they believe it will further impact the quality of the content. These are the 

presuppositions which the community members have and the meaning which they have 

negotiated in the community. It is likely that any attempt to privatise BBC or cutting BBC 

funds will fail to win the community members over, because no matter if such an attempt is 

successful or not, it must be subjectively co-created among community members. The “what 

will happen” hence depends on the British’ interpretation rather than any objective force. 

Based on my findings alone, the verdict would thus be: a privatisation or cuts to BBC will 

diminish not only BBC but certainly also British identity. Social constructivist however 

would not compound with such a verdict. My findings are subject to situational factors and 

time and therefore merely a snapshot of the British’ attitude at one particular time. 

Consequently, any given reaction cannot be foreseen on behalf of former or current attitudes; 

as future events, opinions, circumstances etc. will impact their attitudes. 
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Chapter 6  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

This thesis examines the relationship between BBC and British identity. My findings suggest 

that the British perceive BBC as a central element in their identity as British, because it serves 

as a rallying point to the entire nation and is associated with independence, credibility and 

Britishness. British identity itself has its roots in institutions like BBC, the monarchy and the 

House of Commons along with British artefacts such as pubs, Shakespeare and the weather. 

In the identity formation process, BBC becomes an influencer in its institutional role, where 

its organisational values appear to have fused with the United Kingdom’s national values. The 

British’ reaction to the proposed privatisation and budget cuts in 2015 thus reflected the 

relationship between BBC and British identity through high arousal emotional statements 

based on core British values.  

 

Firstly I set out to investigate the hypothesis: 

 

 If the identity consciousness shifts when the situational context changes, then the in-

group and out-group dynamic between nations will change if they experience a 

common outer threat. 

 

Throughout the thesis, I applied Ting-Toomey’s (1999) notions of identity negotiation theory, 

identity negotiation perspective and social identity theory and accounted for how identities are 

shaped, impacted and formed through interactions with peers and institutions. My findings 

suggested that a change in identity consciousness took place in the Twitter communities 
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where BBC’s future was broadly being debated. The communities established a discourse 

which allowed English, Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish to unite and fight for at common 

cause and to fight against a common enemy like under their imperialistic days as an Empire. 

This time though, privatisation and cuts were the common enemy rather than France. This 

was merely possible because BBC has roots in a set of core British values. These values can 

be described as core cultural values, which in Hall’s (1976) iceberg analogy is on the deep 

level (Appendix C). These core values are what ties the four nations together into a United 

Kingdom, and BBC has become the symbol of unity and Britishness and further ensured the 

ties between the nations by broadcasting sports events, X Factor, Royal weddings etc. 

Meanwhile, BBC has created regional branches which facilitate the individual national needs 

with customised content. Through a diverse selection of content which embraces British and 

national symbols, artefacts, history and culture, BBC is reflecting and defining a British 

identity which accommodate all walks of life in the United Kingdom. The licence fee has 

further become a financial symbol of solidarity.  

 

Secondly, I set out to investigate the hypothesis: 

 

 If BBC is a central part of British identity, then it will affect British identity, if BBC 

undergoes major changes of content, funding or in relation to its governing body. 

 

In the thesis I applied Kozinets’ (2002) netnography approach and analysed the interaction 

patterns among the different communities using the #BackTheBBC and #BBCmemories 

hashtags. Through this analysis, I identified the presence of three community members in the 

Twitter communities; the insider, the devotee and the tourist as well as determined each of the 

community members’ motivation for sharing the campaign and participating in the debate on 

Twitter. I further compared my findings to Berger & Milkman’s (2012) argument that people 

are more likely to share content, if it affects their emotional state of mind. My findings 

suggest that the community members had high arousal emotional reactions to the debate, 

which were rooted in the previously described core British values and this eventually made 

them participate in the debate themselves. 

I identified an additional influential source in the debate by analysing some of 

the initiatives which derived from the Twitter communities. Here, a ‘Letter to David 
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Cameron’ and a #GreatBBC video campaign emphasised how prominent public figures such 

as actors, writers, producers etc. impacted the debate. The results suggested that prominent 

public figures hold the same credibility as institutions. They were hence a powerful cog in the 

vast machine as it allowed them the power and airtime to influence the British’ opinion. 

Lastly, I made a comparison with the BBC Charter Review Public Consultation: 

Summary of Responses. Here I connected the behaviour in the Twitter communities with 

concrete statements and indications. I determined how BBC’s overall purpose was most 

important to the British and how they feared that a governing body would take away BBC’s 

independence. Without independence, the British indicated that BBC would be diminished – 

the quality of content would decrease and the programmes would depend on market forces. 

Consequently, BBC would no longer be able to convey Britishness, which would inevitable 

diminish the United Kingdom as well. Furthermore, I identified that an inequality among 

nations is still perceived to be present in the United Kingdom. This furthermore confirms my 

previous hypothesis which claims that the nations have been able to temporarily conquer these 

differences due to a common cause. 

 

In sum, I argued how identity formation is a dynamic and reoccurring process, in which 

meaning is co-created through interaction. It is influenced by time, circumstances and the 

individuals participating and thus never static. I identified a British identity and further 

established that a division of the nations in the United Kingdom is present. Through my 

analysis of Twitter communities, I found that the group dynamic changed during the BBC 

debate, and the nations united to fight a common cause. Furthermore, I identified high arousal 

emotions as the motivation for community members as well as three community members 

taking part in the debate. BBC contributes to the identity formation process by conveying 

British national values and embracing British symbols, artefacts, history and culture in their 

programmes. BBC has hence helped define and establish what British identity is. If the 

Twitter communities and other similar communities continue to co-create a meaning of 

privatisation and cuts as being diminishing to BBC, it is likely to change British identity, 

since BBC is such an integrated part of British identity.
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 Appendices 

Appendix A    

 

The Two Dimensions of National 

Identity 

Source: (Ignatieff, 1995; Kiss & Park, 2016) 
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Appendix B  

 

Distribution of Conceptions of National 

Identity, 1995, 2003 and 2013 
 

Source: (Kiss & Park, 2016; Tilley, Exley, & Heath, 2004) 
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Appendix C  

 

Culture: An Iceberg Metaphor 

Source: (Hall, 1989; Ting-Toomey, 1999: p.10) 
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Appendix D  

 

Letter to David Cameron 
 

Source: (Amfo & et al, 2015)  

 

Dear Prime Minister, 

We have seen that the Government has pledged to modernise the licence fee, return funding 

that had been diverted to pay for broadband roll-out, and increase the licence fee in line with 

inflation in return for BBC taking on the costs of licence fees for the over-75s. 

The Government and BBC are now entering the charter review. We are writing to place on 

record at the very start of the process our concern that nothing should be done to diminish 

BBC or turn it into a narrowly focused market-failure broadcaster. 

In our view, a diminished BBC would simply mean a diminished Britain. 

BBC is a very precious institution. Like all organisations, it has its faults but it is 

overwhelmingly a creative force for good. 

Britain’s creative economy is growing and enjoying unprecedented success. BBC is at the 

heart of this as the global showcase for our creative industries. BBC is trusted and loved at 

home by British audiences and is the envy of the world abroad. 

During the course of the charter, we will continue to make the case for a strong BBC at the 

centre of British life and will be vocal in making the case for BBC as it approaches its 

centenary. 

Yours sincerely 

Clara Amfo 

David Attenborough 

Clare Balding 

Melvyn Bragg 

Brian Cox 

Daniel Craig 

Richard Curtis 

Judi Dench 

Chris Evans 

Stephen Fry 

Nick Grimshaw 

Miranda Hart 

Lenny Henry 

Gary Lineker 

Michael McIntyre 

Steven Moffatt 

Trevor Nelson 

Annie Nightingale 

Graham Norton 

Jamie Oliver 

Michael Palin 

Adil Ray 

JK Rowling 

Mark Rylance 

Simon Schama 

David Walliams 

Rachel Weisz 

Claudia Winkleman 

Reggie Yates
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Appendix E  

 

Discourse as Text, Interaction and 

Context (Fairclough, 2001) 
 

Source: (Fairclough, 2001: p.21) 
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Appendix F  

 

Charter Review Questions 
 

Source: (Department for Culture Media & Sport, Charter Review, 16 July - 8 October 2015)  
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Appendix D  

 

The Three Wales Model (Osmond, 1988) 
 

Source: (Djursaa & Werther, 2011: p.6) 
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